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Holomorphic curves in exploded manifolds
Regularity

BRETT PARKER

The category of exploded manifolds is an extension of the category of smooth
manifolds; for exploded manifolds, some adiabatic limits appear as smooth families.
This paper studies the x@ equation on variations of a given family of curves in an
exploded manifold. Roughly, we prove that the x@ equation on variations of an
exploded family of curves behaves as nicely as the x@ equation on variations of a
smooth family of smooth curves, even though exploded families of curves allow the
development of normal-crossing or log-smooth singularities. The resulting regularity
results are foundational to the author’s construction of Gromov–Witten invariants for
exploded manifolds.
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1622 Brett Parker

1 Introduction

Exploded manifolds, introduced in Parker [18], are a generalization of smooth man-
ifolds akin to the generalization of complex manifolds given by log schemes, or the
generalization of smooth manifolds given by Melrose’s b-structure on manifolds with
boundary and corners.

A key feature of exploded manifolds is that normal-crossing or log-smooth degenera-
tions — singular from the perspective of smooth manifolds — become smooth when
viewed in the category of exploded manifolds. Bubbling and node-formation on the
domain of holomorphic curves seems singular from the perspective of smooth manifolds,
but happens within smooth families of the exploded version of holomorphic curves. In
this paper, we study the regularity of the x@ equation on such families of curves. The
x@ equation is elliptic and well behaved when we restrict to the case of a single domain.
For a smooth family of domains, the regularity of such an elliptic differential equation
is also well understood. Our goal is to understand the regularity of the x@ equation on
apparently singular families of domains allowing bubbling and node-formation.

Exploded manifolds provide a natural regularity to desire in families where bubbling
and node-formation occurs; in this paper, we prove that the x@ equation has our desired
regularity. This natural regularity allows us to define in [20; 30] Gromov–Witten invari-
ants of suitable exploded manifolds, working on a moduli stack with a natural smooth
structure. Gromov–Witten invariants of suitable exploded manifolds do not change
in families, so using a degeneration that is smooth from the perspective of exploded
manifolds, Gromov–Witten invariants of a compact smooth symplectic manifold can
be computed using an exploded manifold corresponding to a singular smooth manifold.
The resulting computation is a gluing formula involving Gromov–Witten invariants
relative normal crossing divisors. Such relative Gromov–Witten invariants are naturally
defined within the category of exploded manifolds, and roughly equivalent to Ionel’s
GW invariants relative to normal crossing divisors from [12], and log Gromov–Witten
invariants defined by Gross and Siebert in [5] and Abramovich and Chen in [3; 1]. For
comparisons of these different methods of defining Gromov–Witten invariants relative
to normal crossing divisors, see Parker [19; 22].

One novel feature of exploded manifolds is that each exploded manifold B is a set with
several1 relevant topologies: a small scale, on which the exploded manifold generally

1Even though there are several topologies to keep in mind, we use the topology on B induced from
dBe when referring to topological notions such as continuous functions or open subsets.
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looks like an infinite disjoint union of smooth manifolds, a large scale, on which
the exploded manifold looks like a union of integral affine polytopes, B , and a third
topology, in which the exploded manifold looks like a stratified smooth space, dBe. On
the large scale, holomorphic curves look like tropical curves — piecewise linear maps
of metric graphs — and the gluing formula referred to above is a sum of contributions
corresponding to tropical curves. This tropical gluing formula is proved by the author
in [28]; for a description of the formula in simple cases without using the language of
exploded manifolds, see [24], and for examples, see [23; 27].

Despite the strange features described above, differential geometry and topology works
for exploded manifolds roughly like it does for smooth manifolds, so the reader may
read the remainder of the introduction pretending that exploded manifolds are just
manifolds. In the rest of the paper, some familiarity with the definitions in [18] or [26]
will be required.

This paper studies the x@ equation on a space of variations of a given family of curves
in the category of exploded manifolds. In various guises, this is a key step in most
constructions of Gromov–Witten invariants of general compact symplectic manifolds;
see Chen, Li and Wang [2], Fukaya and Ono [4], Li and Tian [13], Liu and Tian [14],
McDuff [16] and Ruan [31]. In Section 2.4, we define some Banach norms on this
space of variations — Banach norms involving many local choices. Then in Section 3,
the x@ equation is studied on the corresponding Banach spaces of variations of our
family of curves. Our final results are stated using the regularity C1;1 , defined in
[18, Section 7].2 With extra, less-analytic, work, the results stated in the remainder
of this section are used by the author in [20; 21; 30] to describe the x@ equation on
the moduli stack of C1;1 curves, and to construct the virtual fundamental class of
the moduli space of holomorphic curves and Gromov–Witten invariants of exploded
manifolds.

Acknowledgements The author was partially supported by SNF, No 200020-119437/1.
Part of this work was also completed during the author’s stays at MIT, UC Berkeley
and the Mathematical Science Research Institute in Berkeley. Special thanks are due to
an anonymous referee of a different paper, who went beyond the call of duty to provide
valuable suggestions to improve this paper.

2This regularity C1;1 should be thought of as a generalization of smooth functions with an exponential
decay condition of all weights ı < 1 at cylindrical ends.
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1.1 Statement of results

The technical heart of this paper analyzes a family of (nonlinear) elliptic differential
operators, x@, over a C1;1 family of curves3 . yC ; j /! F . Let us first describe the
form of the linearization, Dx@, of x@. Both x@ and Dx@ send sections of a complex
vectorbundle X to sections of Y WD .T �vert

yC ˝X /.0;1/ .4 The form of Dx@ is

(?0) Dx@. /DE0. /C 1
2
.rvert CJ ırvert ı j /;

where

� rvert is the restriction of a C1;1 connection5 r on X to Tvert yC � T yC , the
vertical tangent space of yC ;

� J indicates the complex structure on X ; and

� the map
E0W X ! Y

is a C1;1 map of vectorbundles, vanishing on the edges6 of curves in yC .

Our linearized operator determines a linear map

Dx@W X1;1! Y1;1;

where X1;1 is the sheaf of C1;1 sections of X , and Y1;1 is the sheaf of C1;1

sections of Y vanishing on edges of curves in yC ! F . The map Dx@ above is
then a map of sheaves of C1;1.F ;R/–modules over F . We can restrict Dx@, X1;1

3Curves are used in the sense of Definition 8.3 of [18]; in particular, a curve is a complete 2–
dimensional exploded manifold C with a complex structure j , and a curve in an exploded manifold B is
a map f W C ! B . A family yC ! F is a kind of proper submersion, discussed in Section 10 of [18].
See Section 1.2 for a brief discussion of the local structure of such a family of curves yC ! F , including
(co)tangent bundles and C1;1 regularity.

4For any family yC !F , let Tvert yC and T �vert
yC respectively denote the vertical tangent and cotangent

space. Our vectorbundle Y is the subbundle of T �vertC ˝R X fixed by j ˝J , where J is the complex
structure on X .

5A C1;1 connection on a vectorbundle V over an exploded manifold B is a linear map r from
C1;1 sections of V to C1;1 sections of V ˝ T �B that satisfies the usual derivation condition, and
such that rvw D 0 for any R–nil vector v and C1;1 section w of V . An R–nil vector v is one for
which vf D 0 for all smooth or C1;1 functions f . In particular, on a curve, the nonzero R–nil vectors
are the nonzero vectors on edges. See Section 6 of [18] for a discussion of T B .

6The tropical part of a curve C is a graph C . As in Definition 8.3 of [18], an edge of a curve refers to
a stratum of C over one of the edges of this graph C . The smooth part of a C is a nodal curve dC e with
marked points. Edges of C correspond to the nodes and marked points of this nodal curve dC e .
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and Y1;1 to any open subset of X , but we can also restrict them to any individual
curve f 2 F to determine a map

Dx@.f /W X1;1.f /! Y1;1.f /;

which is an elliptic differential operator, satisfying the usual Fredholm and regularity
properties.

Although X1;1 and Y1;1 are not obviously vectorbundles over F , because they are
not obviously locally trivial,7 they have the following natural notion of finite-rank
subvectorbundle:

Definition 1.1 A rank-k subvectorbundle K of X1;1 (or Y1;1 ) is a locally free,
rank-k subsheaf whose restriction to X1;1.f / (or Y1;1.f /) is a k –dimensional
linear subspace K.f / for all f 2 F .

Theorem 1.2 Given any curve f 2 F , the differential operator Dx@.f / has closed
image, finite-dimensional kernel and cokernel, and index

dim ker Dx@.f /� dim coker Dx@.f /D 2c1� 2n.g� 1/;

where c1 is the integral of the first Chern class of X over the curve f , n is the complex
rank of X and g is the genus of the curve f .

Given any finite-rank subvectorbundle V � Y1;1 such that Dx@.f / is transverse
to V .f / � Y1;1.f /, there exists a neighborhood F 0 of f 2 F , on which Dx@

surjects onto Y1;1.F 0/=V with kernel a finite-rank subvectorbundle K DDx@�1.V /

of X1;1.F 0/.

The first part of Theorem 1.2 simply tells us that, restricted to any individual curve, Dx@

is Fredholm and has the expected index. The second part is a “gluing and regularity”
result. It tells us that we can study Dx@ with a finite-dimensional, C1;1 approximation
K!V , where K and V are finite-rank C1;1 vectorbundles. A proof of Theorem 1.2
is at the end of Section 3.4. The analogous theorem for the nonlinear operator x@ is that
x@�1.V / is a C1;1 manifold of the expected dimension.

7This is related to the possibly insurmountable difficulty of putting a Banach orbifold structure on the
moduli space of curves of a given regularity close to a nodal curve, and the need for different analytic
structures such as polyfolds; see [6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11]. We use standard analysis on Banach space completions
of X1;1 and Y1;1 involving unnatural choices, but obtain results independent of such choices.
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The nonlinear operators we consider are in the form

(?) x@.�/DE.�/C 1
2
.H 0.�/ırvert�CJ ıH 0.�/ırvert�ıj / WDE.�/CH.�/.rvert�/;

where:

� E is a (nonlinear) C1;1 map such that the diagram

X Y

yC

E

commutes and such that, restricted to edges of curves in yC , the image of E is
the zero-section of Y .

� H 0 is a (nonlinear) C1;1 map to the space of invertible, R–linear endomor-
phisms of X such that the diagram

X X ˝R X �

yC

H 0

commutes, and such that H 0 restricted to the zero-section is the identity.

Theorem 3.2 implies that x@ is continuously differentiable, at least when F is extendable.
The derivative of x@ at the zero-section is a family of linear elliptic differential operators
in the form of (?0). Moreover, the derivative of x@ at any other section is in the form
of (?0) with a different J , so Theorem 1.2 still applies.

Our nonlinear regularity theorem becomes easier to state if Dx@ is injective; we can
achieve this by restricting the domain of x@. In particular, choose some finite set of
nonintersecting sections s1; : : : ; sm of yC ! F that avoid the edges of curves in yC .
Now define X1;1 to be the sheaf of C1;1 sections of X that vanish at the image of si .
Theorem 1.2 still holds for Dx@ with such a restricted domain, but the index of Dx@ is
now 2c1 � 2n.g� 1Cm/. By choosing enough such sections, we may assume that
Dx@.f / is injective, and apply the following theorem:

Theorem 1.3 Given a curve f in F and a finite-rank subvectorbundle V � Y1;1

such that x@f 2V .f / and Dx@.f / is injective and complementary to V .f /�Y1;1.f /,

Geometry & Topology, Volume 23 (2019)
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there exists a neighborhood F 0 of f 2F and a solution � 2X1;1.F 0/ to the equation

x@� D 0 mod V:

Moreover, there exists a neighborhood O of 0 2X1;1.F 0/ such that � is the unique
solution to x@� D 0 mod V within O in the following sense. Given any curve f 0 2 F 0 ,
let �.f 0/ and O.f 0/ be the restriction of � and O to X1;1.f 0/. Then �.f 0/ is the
unique solution to the equation x@�.f 0/D 0 mod V .f 0/ within O.f 0/.

So, when we parametrize curves by a fixed family of domains, the moduli space of
solutions to x@ D 0 mod V is regular when Dx@ is transverse to V . Note that our
fixed family can include bubbling and node-formation behavior, so this regularity
theorem includes gluing analysis. When we no longer have a fixed family of domains,
this theorem is key for proving the regularity of the moduli stack of solutions to
x@ D 0 mod V ; for example, where Dx@ is transverse to zero, the moduli stack of
holomorphic curves is locally a C1;1 orbifold. For details and precise statements in
the setting of the moduli stack of curves, see [20]. Theorem 1.3 follows immediately
from Theorem 3.14 stated on page 1685.

1.2 Local model for families of curves

This section illustrates some key differences between exploded manifolds and smooth
manifolds; the reader already familiar with exploded manifolds may skip it. Consider
the standard local model for node formation,

C2 z1z2
��!C:

Away from 0, this map is a submersion with fiber a cylinder, but over 0 the fiber is a
pair of planes, joined at 0. The corresponding local model for node formation in the
category of exploded manifolds is

.T 1
Œ0;1//

2
D T 2

Œ0;1/2
zz1zz2
��!T 1

Œ0;1/:

Every exploded manifold B comes with a natural map to a stratified smooth space
called its smooth part dBe. For example, an exploded curve C has smooth part dC e
a nodal Riemann surface, with strata given by nodes and marked points.8 The smooth

8The curve C also has a tropical part C consisting of a complete metric graph with a vertex for every
component of the nodal curve dC e , an edge for every node of dC e , and a semi-infinite edge for every
marked point of dC e . So, nodes and marked points of dC e correspond to internal and external edges
of C , and we will often refer to such strata of C as “edges”.
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part of the above exploded node-formation model is the standard node-formation model
(stratified by where coordinate functions are 0). In particular dT 1

Œ0;1/
e DC , and the

smooth part dzze of the standard coordinate on T 1
Œ0;1/

is the standard coordinate on C .
In fact, R–valued smooth or continuous functions on an exploded manifold B factor
through its smooth part B ! dBe, so the smooth or continuous functions on our
exploded node-formation model are the same as those on the standard node-formation
model. Moreover, although there are several topologies on B , by default, we use the
topology induced by the map B !dBe.

The tangent sheaf, however, is different. The tangent space of T 1
Œ0;1/

has a standard

trivialization as R2�T 1
Œ0;1/

, with basis the real and imaginary parts of zz @=@zz ; similarly,

a basis for the cotangent space is the real and imaginary parts of zz�1 dzz . The derivative
of our exploded node-formation model is constant in this standard basis, sending

azz1

@

@zz1

C bzz1

@

@zz2

to .aC b/zz
@

@zz
:

So, unlike the standard node-formation model, our exploded node-formation model is
a submersion.

A second difference is what replaces 0 2 C and the singular fiber of the standard
node-formation model. On T 1

Œ0;1/
, our coordinate zz takes values in C�tŒ0;1/�C�tR .

As a group, C�tR is .C�;�/� .R;C/: this group action preserves our standard basis
for the tangent space. The smooth part map sends points ct0 to c , and everything else
to 0. In some sense, 02C is replaced by an infinite set of cylinders, C� , one for every
point in .0;1/. Accordingly, the singular fiber of the standard node-formation model
is replaced by many exploded manifold fibers, one for each cta 2C�t.0;1/ . One way
to think of this cta is as an infinitesimal gluing parameter: the fiber over cta has two
natural coordinates zz1 and zz2 , related by zz2 D ctazz�1

1
.

In this simple case, let us consider the natural C1;1 regularity used in this paper. We
can think of our exploded manifold T 1

Œ0;1/
replacing C n 0 with a manifold with a

cylindrical end, and replacing 02C with lots of “cylinders at infinity”. A standard setup
for analysis on manifolds with cylindrical ends uses Sobolev spaces with exponential
weights at ends, however, as cylindrical coordinates correspond to log z , an exponential
weight ı corresponds to using a weight jzj�ı . The regularity we will achieve in
this paper is C1;1 . Let us describe C1;1 functions on T 1

Œ0;1/
using the coordinate

zD dzze on the smooth part of T 1
Œ0;1/

. A continuous R–valued function h.z/ is C1;1

if .h.z/� h.0//jzj�ı extends to a continuous function for all ı < 1, and the same

Geometry & Topology, Volume 23 (2019)
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applies to any number of derivatives of h, using the real or imaginary part of z @=@z .
How about C1;1 functions on T 2

Œ0;1/2
? Such functions h.z1; z2/ have

.h.z1; z2/� h.0; 0//.jzj1Cjzj2/
�ı;

.h.z1; z2/� h.z1; 0//jz2j
�ı;

.h.z1; z2/� h.0; z2//jz1j
�ı;

.h.z1; z2/� h.z1; 0/� h.0; z2/C h.0; 0//jz1z2j
�ı

extending to continuous functions for all ı < 1, and the same holds for all derivatives
of h using our standard basis consisting of the real and imaginary parts of zi @=@zi .
The different conditions above correspond to different sets of strata of Œ0;1/2 . In this
case, the first expression above is redundant, but the fourth expression might seem
excessive. It ensures that each fiberwise-constant C1;1 function on T 2

Œ0;1/2
is the

pullback of a C1;1 function on T 1
Œ0;1/

. This is true more generally: given a family
of exploded manifolds, C1;1 functions on the base correspond to fiberwise-constant
C1;1 functions on the total space; moreover, any C1;1 function on a fiber extends to
a C1;1 function on the total space.

Most “singular” behavior in our family of curves yC ! F is captured in the above
exploded node-formation model. Locally on yC , the family yC ! F is either locally
trivial, or locally modeled on a base-change of our node-formation model, given by a
fiber product diagram

(1)

Rk �T mC1
Q

T 2
Œ0;1/2

Rk �T m
P

T 1
Œ0;1/

When P D Œ0;1/n , T m
P

is just .T 1
Œ0;1/

/m ; if P is a more complicated polytope,
cut from Œ0;1/M by integral affine equations

P
˛ixi D c , the exploded mani-

fold T m
P

is the subset of .T 1
Œ0;1/

/M cut out by the corresponding monomial equationsQ
zz
˛i

i D tc , and the C1;1 functions on T m
P

consist of the restriction of C1;1 func-
tions from .T 1

Œ0;1/
/M .

1.3 Geometric setup

This section explains how Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 apply to the x@ equation on the
space of variations of a given family of curves yf in a smooth family of exploded

Geometry & Topology, Volume 23 (2019)
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manifolds yB !B0 . To discuss holomorphic curves in such a family yB , we require
an almost complex structure J on each fiber.9

A family of curves yf in a family of exploded manifolds yB !B0 is a commutative
diagram

(2)
. yC ; j / . yB ;J /

F B0

�F

yf

where �F is a family of exploded manifolds, and j is a family of almost complex
structures such that each fiber is a curve; see Definition 8.3 of [18]. Such a family has
regularity C1;1 if j , and all maps, are C1;1 . By variations of yf , we mean variations
of the map yf such that all other maps in the above commutative diagram are fixed.
Locally, we can identify an open neighborhood of yf in the space of such variations
with C1;1 sections of the vectorbundle yf �Tvert yB . The complex vectorbundle X in
the previous section is yf �Tvert yB with its almost complex structure, J .

Given such a family of curves, use

dvert yf W Tvert yC ! Tvert yB

to indicate d yf restricted to the vertical tangent space, Tvert yC � T yC . This family yf
is a family of holomorphic curves if dvert yf ı j D J ı dvert yf . Define a map

x@ yf W Tvert yC ! Tvert yB by x@ yf WD 1
2
.dvertf CJ ı dvertf ı j /:

We shall also consider x@ yf as a section of the vectorbundle

(3) Y . yf / WD .T �vert
yC ˝ yf �Tvert yB/

.0;1/;

which is the subbundle of T �vert
yC ˝R

yf �Tvert yB fixed by j ˝ J . In fact, Y . yf / is
the pullback of a vectorbundle over the universal curve over the moduli stack of

9Almost complex structures are discussed in Section 8 of [18]. For this paper, we shall not require that
J be civilized in the sense of Definition 8.2 of [25], and also not require the stronger condition of being
x@–log compatible, Definition 3.1 of [25]. This stronger condition is used in [25] to prove compactness for
the moduli stack of holomorphic curves, and if it were assumed, the results of the present paper could
conceivably be improved, with “smooth” replacing C1;1 . Such an improvement would not be particularly
important, because the category of C1;1 exploded manifolds behaves similarly to the category of smooth
exploded manifolds.
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C1;1 curves in yB !B0 ;10 given any map of families of curves yf ! yg , there is a
corresponding map of vectorbundles Y . yf /! Y .yg/.

When we locally identify variations of yf with sections of yf �Tvert yB , we can also
choose a trivialization of Y over this space of variations. Then the x@ equation takes
the form (?), and we can apply our regularity theorems.

Definition 1.4 Given a C1;1 family of curves

yC yB

F B0

yf

a trivialization is

(i) a C1;1 map F such that the diagram

yf �Tvert yB yB

F B0

F

commutes and such that
(a) F restricted to the zero-section equals yf ,

(b) TF restricted to the natural inclusion yf �Tvert yB � T . yf �Tvert yB/ over the
zero-section is the identity,

(c) TF restricted to the vertical tangent space at any point of yf �Tvert yB is
injective;

(ii) and a C1;1 vectorbundle map ˆ that fits into the commutative diagram

F�Tvert yB yf �Tvert yB

yf �Tvert yB yC

ˆ

�

�

and which is a J –preserving isomorphism on each fiber and is the identity
when the vectorbundle F�Tvert yB ! yf �Tvert yB is restricted to the zero-section
of yf �Tvert yB .

10See Section 11 of [18] for a short discussion of the moduli stack of C1;1 curves. Roughly speaking,
this moduli stack is a category with objects consisting of C1;1 families of curves. A more detailed
analysis of this moduli stack is contained in [20].
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For example, we may construct a trivialization by extending yf to a map F satisfy-
ing the above conditions (for instance by choosing a smooth connection on Tvert yB

and reparametrizing the exponential map on a neighborhood of the zero-section in
f �Tvert yB ), and letting ˆ be given by parallel transport along a linear path to the
zero-section using a smooth J –preserving connection on Tvert yB .

Definition 1.5 A trivialization allows us to define x@ of a section

�W yC ! yf �Tvert yB

as follows: F ı � is a family of curves

F ı �W yC ! yB ;

so x@.F ı �/ is a section of Y .F ı �/D .T �vert
yC ˝ .F ı �/�Tvert yB/

.0;1/ . Applying the
map ˆ to the second component of x@.F ı �/ defines a section x@� of Y . yf /.

Lemma 1.7 below implies that x@ as defined above is in the form (?).

Given a trivialization for a family yf , we can define the following “simple perturbation”
of the x@ equation on variations of yf .

Definition 1.6 Given a trivialization for yf , a simple perturbation of x@ is a map x@0

from sections yC ! yf �Tvert yB to sections of Y . yf / such that

x@0� D x@.�/C‰.�/;

where ‰ is a (possibly nonlinear) C1;1 map such that the diagram

yf �Tvert yB Y . yf /

yC

‰

commutes and such that the image of ‰ restricted to edges of curves in yC is contained
in the zero-section of Y . yf /.

Lemma 1.7 Let yf be a C1;1 family of curves with a choice of trivialization. Then
any simple perturbation x@0 of x@ is in the form (?). In particular, in any coordinate
chart U on yC where yf �Tvert yB is trivialized as Rn �U , consider a section as a map
�W U !Rn . In such a coordinate chart, there is the following formula for x@0 :

x@0�.u/DE.�.u/;u/CH.�.u/;u/.dvert�/;

Geometry & Topology, Volume 23 (2019)
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where
H.dvert�/ WD

1
2
.H 0 ı dvert�CJ ıH 0 ı dvert� ı j /

and E , H and H 0 are as described in (?).

Proof The map E.x;u/ is x@0 of the constant section u 7! .x;u/. This is a C1;1

map, because yf , J and j are C1;1 , and it vanishes on the edges of fibers of yC !F

because every C1;1 curve is automatically holomorphic restricted to any edge, and
Definition 1.6 tells us that simple perturbations do not modify x@ on edges of curves.

The tensor H 0 is given by the formula

H 0.x;u/ WDˆ.x;u/ ı dvertF.x;u/;

where ˆ and F are as in Definition 1.4. To interpret H 0.x;u/ as an endomorphism of
yf �Tvert yB at x , identify the vertical tangent space of yf �Tvert yB ! yC at .x;u/ with
yf �Tvert yB at u. Both ˆ.x;u/ and the vertical derivative of F are injective, and both

are equal to the identity at the zero-section, so the same holds for H 0 . Because ˆ
and F are C1;1 , H 0 is C1;1 too. Direct computation gives that x@0� obeys the above
formula.

Given any C1;1 connection r on yf �Tvert yB , rvert � dvert is a C1;1 section of
T �vert
yC ˝ yf �Tvert yB ˝ yf

�T �vert
yB , which vanishes on edges of curves in yC ! F

because rvw always vanishes when v is a R–nil vector, and the vectors on edges of a
curve are R–nil.

It follows that E0.�;u/ WD H.�;u/.rvert� � dvert�/ is a C1;1 map satisfying the
conditions on E , so exchanging dvert for rvert gives (?). It also follows that an
operator is in the form above on coordinate charts if and only if it is in the form (?).

2 Some norms on sections of vectorbundles

In what follows, we define some norms on the space of sections of a real vectorbundle
V ! yC over a family of curves yC �F

�!F . Applied to the vectorbundles X and Y , these
norms will determine a series of Banach-space completions Xk;ı and Yk;ı of (bounded
subspaces) in X1;1 and Y1;1 so that x@ determines a well-behaved, continuously
differentiable map Xk;ı ! Yk;ı , and so that convergence in C1;1 is implied by
convergence in k � kk;ı for all natural numbers k and ı < 1. We will prove our desired
C1;1 regularity by proving regularity in each of these norms.
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2.1 eS and �S

For defining and working with our norms, we need to recall some basic notions from [18].
In particular, we need the notation for a coordinate chart on an exploded manifold
from Section 3 of [18], the notion of a stratum of P or T m

P
from Section 4, and the

following definitions from Section 7.

Definition 2.1 (the operator eS ) Given any C 0 function h on Rn � T m
P

and a
stratum S � P , define

eS .h/.x; zz1; : : : ; zzm/ WD h.x; zz1t
.a1�zz1/=2; : : : ; zzmt.am�zzm/=2/;

where .a1; : : : ; am/ is any point in S , and ctx WD x .

So eSh.x; zz/ samples the function h at a point with tropical part halfway between zz
and the point a 2 S . Note that eSh does not depend on the choice of the point a 2 S ,
because a different choice of a 2 S would ask us to sample h at a topologically
indistinguishable point.

For example consider T 2
2
WD T 2

Œ0;1/2
. The polytope Œ0;1/2 has a zero-dimensional

stratum S0 , two one-dimensional strata

S1 WD .0;1/� 0 and S2 WD 0� .0;1/

and one two-dimensional stratum S3 WD .0;1/
2 .

If we have a function h 2 C 0.T 2
2
/, then eS0

hD h, but

eS1
h.z1; z2/D h.0; z2/; eS2

h.z1; z2/D h.z1; 0/; eS3
h.z1; z2/D h.0; 0/:

As a second example, consider T 1
Œ0;1�

. Smooth or continuous functions on T 1
Œ0;1�

are
generated by �1 D dzze and �2 D dt1zz�1e. There are three strata of Œ0; 1� to consider,
0, 1 and .0; 1/:

e0�1 D �1; e0�2 D 0; e0h.�1; �2/D h.�1; 0/;

e1�1 D 0; e1�2 D �2; e1h.�1; �2/D h.0; �2/;

e.0;1/�1 D 0; e.0;1/�2 D 0; e.0;1/h.�1; �2/D h.0; 0/:

We can consider T 1
Œ0;1�

as the subset of T 2
2

where zz1zz2 D t1 . From this perspective
we can relate the above two examples by e0 D eS1

and e1 D eS2
.
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In general, the smooth or continuous functions on T m
P

are generated by the smooth
monomials: functions �i of the form dtaizz˛

i

e WD dz�ie. For any stratum S � P one of
the following two options hold:

� eS�i D 0, �i vanishes on the stratum of T m
P

corresponding to S and z�i > 0

on S ,11 or

� eS�i D �i and �i is nowhere 0 on the stratum of T m
P

corresponding to S, and
z�i D 0 on S .

The operation eS on a continuous function h on T m
P

is then

eSh.�1; : : : ; �n/D h.eS�1; : : : ; eS�n/:

Of course, this implies that if h is smooth or continuous, eSh is too.

Note that the operations eSi
commute and eSi

eSi
D eSi

. More generally, eSi
eSj D eS 0 ,

where S 0 is the smallest stratum of P whose closure contains both Si and Sj .

Definition 2.2 If I is a nonempty collection of strata fS1; : : : ;Sng, use the notation

eI h WD eS1
.eS2

.� � � eSn
h// and �I hWD

� Y
Si2I

.id�eSi
/

�
h:

For an empty collection of strata, define e∅hD h and �∅hD h.

For example,

�fS1;S2g
h.z1; z2/ WD .1� eS1

/.1� eS2
/h.z1; z2/

WD h.z1; z2/� h.0; z2/� h.z1; 0/C h.0; 0/:

Note that if S 2 I , then eS�I D 0, so �I is an operator for constructing functions
that vanish on all strata in I . In the above example, this corresponds to

�fS1;S2g
h.z1; 0/D 0D�fS1;S2g

h.0; z2/:

2.2 Allowable coordinate charts

We will define our norms using a class of allowable coordinate charts on a family of
curves. These coordinate charts are in a rather rigid form so that �S is defined, and to
simplify gluing analysis and facilitate defining a global version z�S of �S .

11For this paper, the tropical part of a function is R–valued instead of tR –valued, so cta WD a . One
complication is that t is infinitesimal, so a> 0 is equivalent to ta < t0 .
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Definition 2.3 An allowable coordinate chart on a family of exploded curves yC �F
�!F

is a coordinate chart on yC �F
�!F satisfying the following requirements:

� The coordinate chart on F is some open subset U �Rk �T m
P

such that eSh is
defined on U for all strata S if h is defined on U , and such that U is contained
in a compact12 subset of Rk �T m

P
.

� The coordinate chart on yC and the map �F is some restriction of a standard
projection

Rk
�T mC1

Q

�
�!Rk

�T m
P

such that:

– In standard coordinates, � is given by

.x; zz1; : : : ; zzmC1/D .x; zz2; : : : ; zzmC1/:

– The polytope QDRk �T mC1
Q

is defined by the equations

.zz2; : : : ; zzmC1/ 2 P; zz1 � 0;

and possibly

tazz.�1;ˇ2;:::;ˇmC1/ � 0I

in this case, let zzˇ WD tazz.�1;ˇ2;:::;ˇmC1/ .

� The coordinate chart zU on yC is in one of the following forms:

(I) If the polytope Q is not a product of P with Œ0;1/, then

zU WD ��1U \fjzz1j< c; jzzˇj< cg

and jzz1zz
ˇj< c2=16 on U .

(II) If the polytope Q is P � Œ0;1/, zU is in one of the following forms:

(a) zU is the intersection of ��1U with the set where the coordinate zz1

on T 1
Œ0;1/

takes values in some open ball compactly contained in C�t0 ;

(b) zU is the intersection of ��1U with the set where jzz1j< c .

12Topological notions refer to the topology induced from the smooth part of an exploded manifold;
see [18].
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The nodes of curves in our family are covered by charts of type (I). We will be doing
gluing analysis in these charts — the rigid conditions on the shape of such a chart are
artifacts of our chosen gluing construction; for example, the condition jzz1zz

ˇj< c2=16 is
there to ensure that some cutoff functions do not interact. Such an allowable coordinate
chart always exists around any point in C ! F . The condition on its tropical part
follows from the requirement that Q!P be surjective, and have derivative (restricted
to each stratum of Q) surjective on integral vectors; see Definition 10.1 of [18].

2.3 Weight functions wS and w0

Our norms generalize the notion (on manifolds with cylindrical ends) of Sobolev
spaces with exponential weights. On a manifold with a cylindrical end, we only need
a single weight function; this situation corresponds to a coordinate chart modeled on
Rk�T 1

Œ0;1/
. For more general coordinate charts T m

P
, we need lots of weight functions.

In particular, we need a weight function wS for any set of strata S of P . This weight
function should vanish on all these strata, but decay at least as slowly as any smooth
function vanishing on the same strata. We need to use these weight functions when
analyzing a family of vertical differential operators on an allowable coordinate chart,
zU ! U ; for this we must control terms in wS that are not lifted from U by using the
algorithm below.

Definition 2.4 Given any allowable coordinate chart zU , and any collection of strata
S WD fSj �

zU � Qg, define a weight function wS as follows: choose a set of
generators f�ig for the monomial ideal13 of smooth monomials � on T mC1

Q
so that

eSj � D 0 for all Sj 2 S . Choose these generators for our monomial ideal using
the following algorithm: Choose a finite set of generators for the monoid of smooth
monomials on T mC1

Q
, a set consisting of dzz1e, dzzˇe and lifts of smooth monomials

on T m
P

. Include in our set f�ig all the generators which are in our monomial ideal, then
all products of two unused generators in our monomial ideal. Continue this, adding
all products of k generators in our monomial ideal, but with no subproduct in our
monomial ideal.

Now define
wS WD

�X
j�i j
�
:

13This monomial ideal is an ideal within the monoid of smooth monomials on T mC1
Q

; the set f�ig
generates this monomial ideal in the sense that any smooth monomial � with eSj � D 0 for all Sj 2 S is
the product of some �i with another smooth monomial.
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This weight function wS vanishes on all strata in S , and has the following property:
If h is any smooth function, then for any ı < 1, the function w�ı�Sh extends to a con-
tinuous function that vanishes on the strata in S . So the smooth function �Sh vanishes
on the strata in S , and decays faster than wıS for any ı < 1; see [18, Lemma 7.4].

A special case of wS Let S0 be the set of strata not projecting homeomorphically
onto strata of U . These are the strata corresponding to the edges of the exploded curves
in our family.

For example, in the case of coordinate charts in the form of (I) above, then

wS0
WD

�
jdzz1ejC jdzz

ˇ
ejC

X
i

j�i j

�
;

where f�ig is some finite set of generators for the monomial ideal of smooth monomials
on U that vanish on all strata on which dzz1zz

ˇe vanishes. This weighting function wS0

satisfies the following: if h is a smooth or C1;1 function on T mC1
Q

vanishing where
dzz1eD dzz

ˇeD 0, then for all ı < 1, hw�ıS0
extends to a continuous function on T mC1

Q
,

also vanishing where dzz1eDdzz
ˇeD0. Another way to say this is as follows: if eShD0

for all S in S0 , then hw�ıS0
extends to a continuous function so that eS .hw

�ı
S0
/D 0.

For uniform control over the norm of a cutting map used in gluing analysis, we
replace wS0

with a simpler weighting function w0 that does not include these extra
j�i j terms.

Definition 2.5 On allowable coordinate charts of type (I), define

w0 WD jdzz1ejC jdzz
ˇ
ej;

and on allowable coordinate charts of type (II), define

w0 WD jdzz1ej:

The following lemma ensures that replacing wS0
with w0 is not too dangerous.

Lemma 2.6 Given any allowable coordinate chart, there exists a positive number q

and a constant c such that
cw0 � w

q
S0
:

Proof On allowable coordinate charts of type (II), w0 D wS0
, so we can reduce to

the case of charts of type (I). On such a chart, wS0
WD

�
jdzz1ej C jdzz

ˇej C
P

i j�i j
�
,
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where f�ig is some finite generating set for the smooth monomials vanishing where
dzz1zz

ˇe D 0. Each such �i is the smooth part of some exploded monomial z�i whose
tropical part is a nonnegative integral affine function z�i W P ! Œ0;1/, strictly positive
on every stratum where zz1zz

ˇ is strictly positive. If there are no strata on which z�i D 0,
then �i is identically 0, and can be safely discarded. Otherwise, there exists some
positive integer q such that

(4) qz�i � zz1zz
ˇ:

Such an estimate holds on any ray within P starting at a point on the largest stratum on
which z�i vanishes, and holds with a uniform constant because the set of rays normal
to this stratum at a given point is compact. As P is contained within the span of
vectors within this stratum and such normal rays, it follows that the above estimate (4)
holds for a uniform q on all of P . As f�ig is finite, we can choose q so that (4)
holds for all i . It follows that the product of any q such z�i will have tropical part
bounded by zz1zz

ˇ , and therefore be the product of zz1zz
ˇ with a monomial z� whose

tropical part is nonnegative on P . The corresponding product of �i will therefore
be dz�edzz1edzz

ˇe, and on our coordinate chart, its absolute value will be bounded by
a constant times jdzz1ej. Similarly any term appearing in wq

S0
will be bounded by a

constant times either jdzz1ej or jdzzˇej. As there are only finitely many such terms, our
required estimate follows:

cw0 � w
q
S0
:

Lemma 2.6 implies that given any smooth or C1;1 function h and ı0 < 1=q , the
function w�ı

0

0
�S0

h extends to a continuous function vanishing on all strata in S0 .

2.4 Norms in allowable coordinate charts

Given a finite collection of allowable coordinate charts, we now define a series of norms
on vector-valued functions on these coordinate charts zU � Rn � T mC1

Q
. In all that

follows, use the standard metric in which @=@xi and the real and imaginary parts of
zzi @=@zzi are orthonormal. In the case of a chart on a single curve, these norms k � kk;ı
and k � k1

k�1;ı
are analogous to L

p

k
with exponential weights on cylindrical ends. In

the more general case of a chart on a family of curves, these norms are also analogous
to weighted L

p

k
norms, however we treat vertical directions specially, because we are

analyzing a family of vertical differential operators. In particular, the norm k�k1
k;ı

controls k derivatives of � in addition to one vertical derivative.
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(i) Choose some exponent p > 2 and weight 0 < ı < 1. Also, choose some
number K so that, for each coordinate chart, Lemma 2.6 holds for some q <K .
Then let

ı0 WD
1

K
.1� ı/

and define the norm

k�kı0 WD sup
x2�. zU /

�Z
��1.x/\ zU

jw�ı
0

0 �jp
�1

p

:

So k�kı0 is the supremum, over all fibers, of a weighted Lp norm of � restricted
to a fiber. This is only defined when �S0

� D � , so eS� D 0 for all S 2 S0 , or
equivalently � vanishes on edges of the curves in our family.

(ii) Define

k�k0;ı WD k�kı0 Cmax
S
.kw�ıS �S�kı0/:

The maximum is taken over all collections S of substrata of zU . (Where wS and
�S� both vanish, we use the convention that w�ıS �S� D 0 for the purposes of
calculating these norms.)

(iii) Define

k�kk;ı WD k�kk�1;ıCkd�kk�1;ı:

These norms should be thought of as suitable generalizations of L
p

k
with expo-

nential weights.

(iv) For this last collection of norms, we shall use the notation dvert� to refer to d�

restricted to the vertical tangent space — spanned by the real and imaginary parts
of zz1 @=@zz1 . Define

k�k1ı0 WD supj�jC kdvert�kı0 ;

k�k10;ı WD k�k
1
ı0 Cmax

S
.supjw�ıS �S�jC kw

�ı
S �Sdvert�kı0/;

k�k1k;ı WD k�k
1
k�1;ıCkd�k

1
k�1;ı:

Recall the following definition of C k;ı for any 0< ı < 1.

Definition 2.7 (C k;ı and C1;ı regularity) Define C 0;ı to be the same as C 0 . A
sequence of smooth functions fi 2C1.Rn�T m

P
/ converges to a continuous function f

in C k;ı.Rn �T m
P
/ if the following conditions hold:
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(i) Given any collection I of at most k nonzero strata, the sequence of functions

jw�ıI �I .fi �f /j

converges to 0 uniformly on compact subsets of dRn �T m
P
e as i !1. (This

includes the case where our collection of strata is empty and fi ! f uniformly
on compact subsets.)

(ii) For any smooth vectorfield v , v.fi/ converges to some function vf in C k�1;ı .

Define C k;ı.Rn �T m
P
/ to be the closure of C1 in C 0 with this topology.14

Define C1;ı to be the intersection of C k;ı for all k .

Define C1;ı to be the intersection of C1;ı
0

for all ı0 < ı .

Note that any C1;1 function � restricted to any compact subset will have k�k1
k;ı

finite,
and if �S0

� D � , then k�kk;ı will also be finite. Standard Sobolev estimates imply
that if k�kk;ı or k�k1

k;ı
is finite for all k , and all ı < 1, then � is C1;1 .

We shall often need the following observations about the behavior of products in our
norms.

Lemma 2.8 (A) For I1 and I2 any collection of strata of an allowable coordinate
chart, wI1

wI2
w�1

I1[I2
is bounded.

(B) The following product formula for �S holds:15

�S.� /D
X
I�S

.eS�I�I�/�S�I :

(C) On any allowable coordinate chart and for any k 2 N , there exists some con-
stant c , depending only on k and our choices defining the above norms, such
that, if at least one of � or  is a real-valued function,

k� kk;ı � ck�kk;ık k
1
k;ı:

(D) On any allowable coordinate chart and for any k 2 N , there exists some con-
stant c , depending only on k and our choices defining the above norms, such
that, if at least one of � or  is a real-valued function,

k� k1k;ı � ck�k1k;ık k
1
k;ı:

14This notion of convergence induces a well-behaved topology because it is equivalent to convergence
in some countable sequence of norms. In particular, a subset is closed in the induced topology if and only
if it is sequentially closed.

15Throughout this paper, the symbol � means � . Proper subsets will be indicated by the symbol ¨ .
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Proof To see item (A), note that wIi
is a finite sum of absolute values of smooth

monomials vanishing on strata in Ii , so wI1
wI2

is a finite sum of absolute values of
smooth monomials vanishing on strata in I1[ I2 . The weight function wI1[I2

is a
sum of absolute values of generators for the monomial ideal of such smooth monomials,
so on Rn�T m

Q
, every item in the former sum is a continuous function times an element

of the latter sum. As allowable coordinate charts are always compactly contained inside
Rn �T m

Q
, it follows that wI1

wI2
w�1

I1[I2
is bounded.

To prove item (B), note first that if S denotes a single stratum,

�S� D � � .eS�/.eS /D .�S�/ C .eS�/�S ;

so the required identity holds if S consists of a single stratum. Suppose now that
S D S 0[fSg, and the required identity holds for S 0 . Then

�S� D�S

� X
I�S0

.eS0�I�I�/�S0�I 

�
D

X
I�S0

.eS0�I�S�I�/�S0�I C .eSeS0�I�I�/�S�S0�I 

D

X
I�S

.eS�I�I�/�S�I :

So by induction, the required identity holds for any set of strata S .

To prove item (C), note that

k� kı0 � k�kı supj j � k�kı0k k
1
ı0 :

Next, we use item (B), then item (A), then the above observation to show the following:

kw�ıS �S.� /kı0 �
X
I�S

kw�ıS .eS�I�I�/�S�I kı0

� c
X
I�S

kw�ıI .eS�I�I�/w
�ı
S�I�S�I kı0

� c
X
I�S

kw�ıI eS�I�I�kı0 supjw�ıS�I�S�I j:

The constant c above depends on the collection of strata S , but there are only a finite
number of strata, and because �S�S D�S , we need only consider sets of distinct
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strata. Therefore, for a different constant c ,16

k� k0;ı � ck�k0;ık k
1
0;ı:

Now we can use induction on the number of derivatives. Suppose that the required
inequality holds for k � 1 derivatives. Then

k� kk;ı D k� kk�1;ıCkd.� /kk�1;ı

� c0
�
k�kk�1;ık k

1
k�1;ıCkd�kk�1;ık k

1
k�1;ıCk�kk�1;ıkd k

1
k�1;ı

�
� 3c0k�kk;ık k

1
k;ı:

Therefore, by induction the required inequality holds for all k .

We prove item (D) similarly as follows:

supj� j � supj�j supj j;

so as above, we may estimate using item (B) and item (A):

supjw�ıS �S.� /j �
X
I�S

supjw�ıS .eS�I�I�/�S�I j

� c
X
I�S

supjw�ıI .eS�I�I�/w
�ı
S�I�S�I j

� c
X
I�S

supjw�ıI eS�I�I�j supjw�ıS�I�S�I j:

We also have from item (C),

kdvert.� /kk;ı � k.dvert�/ kk;ıCk�dvert kk;ı

� ckdvert�kk;ık k
1
k;ıC ck�k1k;ıkdvert kk;ı

� 2ck�k1k;ık k
1
k;ı:

Therefore, for some new constant c we get the required inequality:

k� k10;ı � ck�k10;ık k
1
0;ı:

16Throughout this paper, constants c in such inequalities will depend on the choice of coordinate chart,
norm and maybe a collection of strata, but they will never depend on � or  . There are many inequalities,
and we will reuse c , even though it refers to a different constant in different inequalities.
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The general case now follows by induction because if it holds for k � 1,

k� k1k;ı D k� k
1
k�1;ıCkd.� /k

1
k�1;ı

� c0
�
k�k1k�1;ık k

1
k�1;ıCkd�k

1
k�1;ık k

1
k�1;ıCk�k

1
k�1;ıkd k

1
k�1;ı

�
� 3c0k�k1k;ık k

1
k;ı:

We use the adjective extendable to grant noncompact sets some compact-set superpowers.
In particular:

Definition 2.9 (i) An extendable open subset of a topological space is an open
subset contained inside a compact subset of that space.

(ii) An extendable allowable coordinate chart is an allowable coordinate chart that is
also an extendable subset of some larger allowable coordinate chart.

(iii) An extendable function is a function which is defined on an extendable subset,
and which is the restriction of a function defined on a larger, compact domain.

(iv) An extendable vectorbundle is a vectorbundle which is the restriction of some
vectorbundle to an extendable subset.

(v) An extendable function on an extendable vectorbundle is the restriction of some
function to an extendable vectorbundle.

Lemma 2.10 If, on some extendable allowable coordinate chart zU , � is a Rn –valued
function with k�k1

k;ı
finite and E is a C1;1 extendable function on the extendable

vectorbundle Rn � zU , then kE.�/k1
k;ı

is bounded. If �S0
E D E , then kE.�/kk;ı

is bounded. These bounds can be chosen to depend continuously on � in the k � k1
k;ı

topology.

Proof For a single stratum, �S .E.�//D .�SE/.�/C�S ..eSE/.�//, so if S is a
collection of strata,

(5) �S.E.�//D
X
I�S

�I ..eI�S�I E/.�//:

Because k�k1
k;ı

is bounded, supj�j is bounded, so, for E.�/, we may restrict attention
to a fiberwise-bounded subset of Rn � zU ! zU . Here, we have bounds on E and all
its derivatives, because E and zU are extendable. In the following, let DI indicate the
derivative with respect to @=@ti for all i 2 I :

(6) �I ..eI E/.�//D

Z 1

0

� � �

Z 1

0

DI

�
.eI E/

�Y
i2I

.eSi
C ti�Si/�

��Y
i2I

dti :
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To estimate �I .eI E/.�/, estimate this integrand. Writing �I WD
Q

i2I .eSi
C ti�Si/� ,

we have

(7) DI .eI E/.�I / D
X

`n
jD1 IjDI

.DneI E/.DI1
�I / � � � .DIn

�I /

D

X
`n
jD1 IjDI

.DneI E/.�I1
�I�I1

/ � � � .�In
�I�In

/:

The sum above is over all partitions of I . The above equations (6) and (7) also
hold with �S�I E replacing E ; note also that DneI�S�I E D�S�I eI DnE . Using
the equations (5), (6) and (7) and Lemma 2.8(A), we get that supjw�ıS �S.E.�//j is
bounded by a constant times the expression

(8)
X
I�S

X
`n
jD1 IjDI

supjw�ıS�I�S�I eI .D
nE/.�I /j

nY
jD1

supjw�ıIj
�Ij �I�Ij j:

The first term in each of the above summands is finite because E is extendable and
in C1;1 , and the other terms are bounded by k�k1

0;ı
. Our estimate for each of these

terms can be chosen to depend continuously on � in the k � k1
0;ı

topology. (The estimate
of the first term can be chosen continuous in the supremum topology, which is weaker
than the k � k1

0;ı
topology.)

Similar to the above, if �S0
E DE , we may bound kw�ıS �S.E.�//kı0 by a constant

times

(9)
X
I2S

X
`n
jD1 IjDI

supjw�ı
0��

0 w�ıS�I�S�I eI .D
nE/.�I /j

nY
jD1

supjw�ıIj
�Ij �I�Ij j

for some � > 0. The first term is bounded for � small enough using Lemma 2.6:

supjw�ı
0��

0 w�ıS�I�S�I .D
nE/j � c supjw�q.ı0C�/

S0
w�ıS�I�S�I .D

nE/j

D c supjw�q.ı0C�/
S0

w�ıS�I�S0[.S�I /.D
nE/j

� c0 supjw�q.ı0C�/�ı

S0[.S�I /
�S0[.S�I /.D

nE/j:

We may choose � and q so that the above inequality holds and q.ı0C �/C ı < 1, so
the final term in the inequality above is bounded. The other terms on the right-hand
side of (9) are bounded by k�k1

0;ı
. Again, the bounds can be chosen continuous in the

k � k1
0;ı

topology. Therefore, in this case kE.�/k0;ı is bounded, and the bound can be
chosen to depend continuously on � in the k � k1

0;ı
topology.
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In the case that �S0
E is not necessarily equal to E , we know that supjw�ıS �S.E.�//j

is bounded, and we must show that kdvert.E.�//k0;ı is bounded. To this end, note
that dvert.E.�//DDE.�/.dvert�/C .dvertE/.�/. The second term can be dealt with
by observing that dvertE is in C1;1 and �S0

dvertE D dvertE , therefore, as argued
above, k.dvertE/.�/k0;ı is bounded. The first term can be dealt with in the same
way as the product was dealt with in Lemma 2.8(C). Note that in that argument, the
only part of the norm k � k1

0;ı
used was the part involving the supremum. Following

this argument, we can bound kDE.�/.dvert�/k0;ı by the product of kdvert�k0;ı withP
S supjw�ıS �S.DE.�//j, which as argued above is bounded. Again, our bounds may

be chosen to depend on � continuously in the k � k1
0;ı

topology.

We have now shown that if k�k1
0;ı

is bounded, kE.�/k1
0;ı

is bounded, and if �S0
EDE ,

then kE.�/k0;ı is bounded, and these bounds can be chosen to depend continuously
on � in the k � k1

0;ı
topology. For induction, suppose that the equivalent statement holds

for k � k1
k;ı

and k � kk;ı . Note that d.E.�//. � /DDE.�/.0; d�. � //C.DE/.�/. � ; 0/. If
k�k1

kC1;ı
is bounded, the first term is a composition of the C1;1 function DE. � /.0; � /

and .�; d�/, which has k.�; d�/k1
k;ı

bounded, and the second term is a composi-
tion of the C1;1 function DE. � /. � ; 0/ with � . By our inductive assumption, the
k � k1

k;ı
norm of both these terms is bounded, and kd.E.�//k1

kC1;ı
is bounded. Simi-

larly, kd.E.�//kkC1;ı is bounded if k�k1
kC1;ı

is bounded and �S0
E DE , as in that

case �S0
DE DDE . All these bounds can be chosen to depend continuously on � in

the k � k1
kC1;ı

topology. By induction, we have proved the lemma for all k .

Corollary 2.11 If E is an extendable C1;1 function on Rn � zU , then E.�/ in the
k � k1

k;ı
topology depends continuously on � in the k � k1

k;ı
topology. If �S0

E D E ,
then E.�/ in the k � kk;ı topology depends continuously on � in the k � k1

k;ı
topology.

Proof We have

E.�1/�E.�2/D

Z 1

0

DE.�1C t.�2� �1//.�2� �1/ dt;

so using Lemma 2.8(D),

kE.�1/�E.�2/k
1
k;ı � ck�1� �2k

1
k;ı

Z 1

0

kDE.�1C t.�2� �1//k
1
k;ı dt:

As DE is C1;1 , Lemma 2.10 tells us that kDE.�0/k1
k;ı

can be bounded uniformly
for �0 in a k � k1

k;ı
–neighborhood of �1 . Therefore, if �2 is in this neighborhood,

kE.�1/�E.�2/k
1
k;ı � ck�1� �2k

1
k;ı:
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So, E.�/ in the k � k1
k;ı

topology depends continuously on � in the k � k1
k;ı

topology.

Similarly, using Lemma 2.8(C),

kE.�1/�E.�2/kk;ı � ck�1� �2k
1
k;ı

Z 1

0

kDE.�1C t.�2� �1//kk;ı dt:

As DE is C1;1 and �S0
DE DDE if �S0

E D E , the norm kDE.�0/kk;ı can be
bounded uniformly for �0 in a k � k1

k;ı
–neighborhood of �1 if �S0

E DE . Therefore,
if �2 is in this neighborhood,

kE.�1/�E.�2/kk;ı � ck�1� �2k
1
k;ı:

So, if �S0
E DE , then E.�/ in the k � kk;ı topology depends continuously on � in

the k � k1
k;ı

topology.

2.5 Equivalent norms using lifted sets of strata

We now describe equivalent norms for k � k0;ı and k � k1
0;ı

. These new norms only
involve weighting functions wS with dvertwS D 0, making estimates involving vertical
derivatives easier. For this, we need the following concepts:

Definition 2.12 Given an allowable coordinate chart zU �
�!U and a set of strata S

of U , the lift zS of S is a set of strata of zU defined as

zS WD fS j �.S/ 2 Sg:

For our purposes, two sets of strata S and S 0 will act identically if �S D �S0 , so
define a lifted set of strata S to be a set of strata of zU with the following property: if,
for some strata T , the projection �.T / is in �.S/, then �T�S D�S .

For any set of strata S in zU , define the complement Sc to be the set of strata S 0 such
that �S 0�S ¤�S , and �.S 0/D �.S/ for some S 2 S .

Use Sc D∅ when S is a lifted set of strata.

If Sc D∅, the vertical derivative dvertwS D 0 because wS is the lift of some function
from U . Note also that .S [Sc/c D∅.

Lemma 2.13 On any allowable coordinate chart, given a stratum Sj and xSj 2 Sc
j ,

there exists a constant c > 0 such that

je xSj
�Sj �j � cke xSj

dvert�kıe xSj
wı0:
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Proof The left-hand side of the above inequality is je xSj � � e xSj
eSj �j. This equals

the difference between the � on some fiber of the coordinate chart and � on the edge
contained in the same fiber. We shall bound this difference using a standard Sobolev
estimate on this fiber. We will then get a uniform bound using the bounded geometry
of allowable coordinate charts.

Without losing generality, we may assume that the part of this fiber of interest has
coordinate zz1 , and the smooth component of the fiber of interest is f0< jdzz1ej< cg�C ,
where c is a constant depending only on the coordinate chart, and not the particular
fiber. Use cylindrical coordinates dzz1e D etCi� . Denote � restricted to this smooth
component of this fiber simply as � .

We are interested in bounding j�.t; �/��.�1; �/j in terms of ke xSj dvert�kıe xSj
wı

0
. In

the case we have restricted ourselves to, e xSj
w0 D jdzz1ej D et . Using this observation

and the definition of k � kı , we have

ke xSj
dvert�kı �

�Z
ft<log cg

.e�ıt jd�j/p dt d�

�1
p

:

(The inequality sign above is there because the right-hand side is considering only one
fiber. The � on the right-hand side is � restricted to this fiber, so e xSj

dvert� D d� .)
So long as p > 2, a Sobolev estimate implies that there exists some constant c1 > 0

such that�Z
fx�1<t<xg

jd�jp dt d�

�1
p

� c1 sup
fx�1<ti<xg

j�.t1; �1/��.t2; �2/j:

Therefore,

sup
fx�1<ti<xg

j�.t1; �1/��.t2; �2/j � c1eıxke xSj
dvert�kı;

so

sup
fti<xg

j�.t1; �1/��.t2; �2/j � c1

eıx

1� e�ı
ke xSj

dvert�kı:

The above implies the required estimate:

j�.t; �/��.�1; �/j � c1

eıt

1� e�ı
ke xSj

dvert�kı

� c0ke xSj
dvert�kıe xSj

wı0:
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Definition 2.14 Define the norm k�kı&ı0 by using the k � kı0 norm on smooth manifold
fibers of � W zU ! U and the norm k � kıCı0 on fibers with tropical part not equal to a
point:

k�kı&ı0 WD

max
�

sup
��1.x/Dpoint

�Z
��1.x/\ zU

jw�ı
0

0 �jp
�1

p

; sup
��1.x/¤point

�Z
��1.x/\ zU

jw�ı�ı
0

0 �jp
�1

p
�
:

Define the norm k�k1
ı&ı0 D supj�jC kdvert�kı&ı0 .

We shall see that k�kı&ı0 is equivalent to the norm in equation (10) below.

Lemma 2.15 (i) On any allowable coordinate chart, the norm k�k0;ı is equivalent
to the following norm using the lifts zS of sets of strata S in U :

k�kı0 Cmax
S
kw�ı
zS �zS�kı&ı0 :

(ii) On any allowable coordinate chart, the norm k�k1
0;ı

is equivalent to the norm

k�k1ı0 Cmax
S
kw�ı
zS �zS�k

1
ı&ı0 :

Proof The strata on which the higher weight ıC ı0 is used for the k � kı&ı0 norm are
the strata T such that T c ¤∅. Therefore, the norm k�kı&ı0 is equivalent to the norm

(10) k�kı0 C max
T c¤0

keT �kıCı0

because keT �kıCı0 is equivalent to taking the supremum involved in the k � kıCı0 norm
just over the stratum T .

Therefore, to show that k�k0;ı and k�k1
0;ı

dominate the two new norms above, it is
enough to show that k�k0;ı and k�k1

0;ı
respectively dominate keTw

�ı
zS
� zS�kı0Cı and

keTw
�ı
zS
� zS�k

1
ı0Cı

.

Claim If T c ¤∅, there exists a constant c such that

(11) eTw zS[S0
� ceTw zSw0:

(Here zS is a lifted set of strata, and S0 indicates the set of strata on which w0

disappears.)
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The above claim holds trivially if T 2 S0 or eT� zS D 0, as then both eTw zS[S0
and

eTw zSw0 are 0. As T c ¤ ∅, assuming that T 62 S0 gives that eTw0 D j�0j, where
�0 is a smooth monomial either equal to dzz1e or dzzˇe. Suppose now that � is one of
the smooth monomials used in the definition of w zS[S0

. For any smooth monomial,
either eS� D 0 or eS� D � . Because � D 0 on S0 , if eT � ¤ 0, then � must be �n

0
�0

where �0 is some lifted smooth monomial and n � 1. Moreover, �0 must disappear
on zS ; this is because both zS and �0 are lifted, so if �0 is nonzero on some stratum
S 2 zS , it is nonzero on all S 0 2 Sc � zS , but �0 ¤ 0 on one such S 0 and therefore
� ¤ 0 on S 0 — a contradiction because �n

0
�0 D 0 on all S 0 2 zS . As �0 vanishes on all

strata in zS , it is bounded by some constant times w zS , so � D eT � is bounded by some
constant times eTw zSw0 . Applied to all monomials � appearing in w zS[S0

, this proves
the above claim that eTw zS[S0

is bounded by a constant times eTw zSw0 .

Our inequality (11) implies that keTw
�ı
zS
� zS�kı0Cı is dominated by kw�ı

zS[S0
� zS[S0

�kı0

and keTw
�ı
zS
� zS�k

1
ı0Cı

is dominated by

kw�ı
zS[S0

� zS[S0
dvert�kı0 C supjw�ı

zS � zS�j;

so our new norms are dominated by k�k0;ı and k�k1
0;ı

, respectively.

We must show that k�k0;ı and k�k1
0;ı

are dominated by the new norms above. For
I an arbitrary collection of strata, we need to bound kw�ı

I
�I�kı0 with these new

norms. Let zS be the largest lifted collection of strata such that � zS�I D �I . Then
�I D � zS

Q
�S , where the product is over strata S 2 I not contained in zS (which

implies that Sc ¤∅). Simple computation gives the identity

�S D�S[Sc C

X
xS2Sc

e xS�S :

Therefore,

(12) �I D

X
I 0�.I�zS/

� Y
S2I�zS�I 0

X
xS2Sc

e xS�S

�
� zS[I 0[.I 0/c :

Note that if xS 2 Sc , then e xS�S�S0
D e xS�S0

. If k�kı0 is finite, �S0
� D � , so if

k�kı0 is finite we can replace e xS�S with e xS in the above equation (12), getting

(13) �I� D
X

I 0�.I�zS/

� Y
S2I�zS�I 0

X
xS2Sc

e xS

�
� zS[I 0[.I 0/c� if � zS0

� D �:
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To bound kw�ı
I
�I�kı0 and kw�ı

I
�I�k

1
ı0

using the above decomposition of �I , we
also need the estimate

(14) cwI �

� Y
S2I�zS�I 0

e xS

�
w zS[I 0[.I 0/cw0:

To prove the above inequality, suppose that � is one of the smooth monomials involved
in the right-hand side, so � vanishes on all strata in S0 [ zS [ I 0 [ .I 0/c , but does
not vanish on xS . In particular, � D dz�e where z� D 0 on some xS 2 Sc , and z� > 0

on S0 2 S0 , where �.S/ D �.S0/. Therefore, z� > 0 on S . This is valid for all
S 2 I � zS � I 0 . As all other strata in I appear in zS [ I 0 [ .I 0/c , it follows that �
vanishes on I , so is bounded by a constant times wI . The inequality (14) follows.

Using the decomposition (13), the above inequality (14) and the fact that wI � cwI[I c ,
we get that the following inequality holds, so long as �S0

� D � :

kw�ıI �I�kı0 � ckw�ıI[I c�I[I c�kı0

C c
X

I 0¨.I�zS/

� Y
S2I�zS�I 0

X
xS2Sc

e xS

�
w�ı
zS[I 0[.I 0/c

w�ı0 � zS[I 0[.I 0/c�


ı0

D ckw�ıI[I c�I[I c�kı0

C c
X

I 0¨.I�zS/

� Y
S2I�zS�I 0

X
xS2Sc

e xS

�
w�ı
zS[I 0[.I 0/c

� zS[I 0[.I 0/c�


ı0Cı

:

(In the above inequality, we also used the fact that eSwI � wI .) All the terms above
are dominated by the first new norm, and we have proved that k�k0;ı is dominated by
the first new norm.

To dominate kw�ı
I
�dvert�kı0 by the second new norm, we can use the above inequality.

Now dominate supjw�ı
I
��j using (12) and (14) as follows:

(15) supjw�ıI �I�j

� c supjw�ıI[I c�I[I c�j

C c
X

I 0¨.I�zS/

sup
ˇ̌̌̌X� Y

S2I�zS�I 0

e xS

�
w�ı
zS[I 0[.I 0/c

w�ı0 �I�zS�I 0� zS[I 0[.I 0/c�

ˇ̌̌̌
:

The unspecified sum (above and in the equation below) is over all choices of xS 2 Sc

for all S 2 I � zS � I 0 . We must bound the terms appearing in the sum above in (15).
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Lemma 2.13 gives that je xS�S�j � cke xSdvert�kıCı0e xSw
ıCı0

0
. Use this inequality for

a single S 2 I � zS � I 0 , and remove the other terms in �I�zS�I 0 by observing that
k�S 0�k � 2k�k. We have

sup
ˇ̌̌̌X� Y

S2I�zS�I 0

e xS

�
w�ı
zS[I 0[.I 0/c

w�ı0 �I�zS�I 0� zS[I 0[.I 0/c�

ˇ̌̌̌
� c

� Y
S2I�zS�I 0

X
xS2Sc

e xS

�
w�ı
zS[I 0[.I 0/c

� zS[I 0[.I 0/c dvert�


ıCı0

:

The last term is bounded by our second new norm, so this completes the proof that
k�k1

0;ı
is dominated by the second new norm.

2.6 Norms on an allowable collection of coordinate charts

We are now ready to define our norms on a vectorbundle V over a family of curves
�F W

yC!F . To avoid the problems that arise if F is not compact, we define the notion
of an “allowable” family, which is extendable and can be covered by an “allowable”
collection of extendable allowable coordinate charts. We shall also need a version of
this definition when there is a collection of marked points on our family.

Definition 2.16 An allowable collection of coordinate charts on a vectorbundle V

over a family �F W
yC ! F is a local trivialization of V over a finite collection

of extendable allowable coordinate charts � W U˛;i ! U˛ , satisfying the following
additional conditions:

(1) ��1
F
.U˛/D

S
i U˛;i .

(2) The restriction of the vectorbundle V to U˛;i is Rn �U˛;i with the obvious
projection.

(3) Coordinate change maps and intersections between U˛;i and U˛;j satisfy the
following conditions:

(a) If U˛;i and U˛;j are coordinate charts of type (I) from Definition 2.3 (these
are the charts that cover an internal edge of an exploded curve), and i ¤ j ,
then they do not intersect.

(b) If U˛;i and U˛;j are coordinate charts of type (II), they are the product of
an open subset of T 1

1
with U˛ . In this case, their intersection in either of

these coordinate charts is also the product of an open subset of T 1
1

with U˛ ,
and the coordinate change map is a product of some map between these
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subsets of T 1
1

with the identity map on U˛ . The coordinate change map
between the vectorbundle trivializations over these charts is independent of
position in U˛ and depends only on T 1

1
.

(c) If U˛;i is a coordinate chart of type (I) and U˛;j is a coordinate chart of
type (II), their intersection is as follows: In U˛;j , it is the product of a
subset O � T 1

1
with U˛ . If U˛;i is given by fjzz1j < c; jzzˇj < cg, then

the intersection with U˛ is a subset of the form fzz1 2 O 0g or fzzˇ 2 O 0g,
where O 0 �

˚
c=2 < jzj < c

	
2 C . In either case, we identify this subset

with the product O 0 �U˛ . The transition map in this case is the product of
a diffeomorphism between O and O 0 and the identity on U˛ . Again, the
coordinate change map between the vectorbundle trivializations over these
charts is independent of position in U˛ and depends only on O .

If our family also has a collection of nonintersecting marked-points sections F ! yC

not intersecting edges of curves in our family, then an allowable collection of coordinate
charts is an allowable collection as above with the extra conditions that no marked
points are inside coordinate charts of type (I), and in the coordinate charts of type (II)
containing marked points, the sections corresponding to these marked points are constant
sections U˛! T 1

1
�U˛ .

Outside a neighborhood of internal edges, every family of exploded curves is locally
trivial (ignoring complex structures), so it is easy to verify that any single curve C ¤T

in a family of curves (with marked points as described above) is covered by an allowable
collection of coordinate charts: first cover internal edges with separated charts Ui!U

of type (I) that avoid marked points. On the subset of Ui where c=2 < zz1 < c or
c=2 < zzˇ < c , there is a canonical map to Ui \C given by keeping all coordinates
apart from zzˇ or zz1 constant; after possibly shrinking c , there is a contractible choice
of extension of this map to ��1

F
U n

S
i Ui!C trivializing the family ��1

F
.U /! U

(along with its marked points). We can then choose the remaining charts and transition
maps compatible with this trivialization. Moreover, by shrinking and subdividing these
coordinate charts if necessary, we may extend these allowable coordinate charts to any
finite-rank vectorbundle. Note that the almost complex structure on fibers can not be
assumed to be the standard one from the allowable coordinate charts.

Definition 2.17 An allowable family yC �F
�! F is a subset of a family of curves

yC
�F
�! F 0 covered, along with the vectorbundle X , by an allowable collection of

coordinate charts.
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In particular, an allowable family of curves

yC yB

F B0

yf

is a family such that yC ! F with the vectorbundle yf �Tvert yB is covered by an
allowable collection of coordinate charts.

If yC ! F is an allowable family of curves, T �vert
yC is canonically an allowable

vectorbundle, trivialized using the standard basis for the cotangent space in coordinates
consisting of dxi and the real and imaginary parts of zz�1

i dzzi . So, T �vert
yC ˝X or

T �vert
yC ˝ yf �Tvert yB is also canonically an allowable vectorbundle. For the purposes

of measuring the norm of sections of Y WD .T �vert
yC ˝X /.0;1/ , we consider Y as a

subbundle of this allowable vectorbundle. Note that Y may not be a constant subbundle
using this trivialization as j may not be constant in our local trivialization of T �vert

yC .

Definition 2.18 On an allowable family yf with vectorbundle V covered by the
allowable collection of coordinate charts U˛;i! U˛ , define the norms

k�k�� WD
X
U˛;i

k�jU˛;ik��;

where �� stands for the different possible labels for norms defined so far. For example,
k�k1

k;ı
WD
P

U˛;i
k�j

U˛;i
k1

k;ı
.

Given a choice of weight ı˛;i for each coordinate chart U˛;i , define the norms

k�kmixed ı WD
X
U˛;i

k�jU˛;ikı˛;i and k�k1mixed ıWD
X
U˛;i

k�jU˛;ik
1
ı˛;i
:

One problem with the norms k � kk;ı is that wS�S� is only defined on coordinate
patches and not globally defined on a fiber. The following definition provides a means
of remedying this.

Definition 2.19 Given an allowable collection of coordinate charts U˛;i! U˛ , and
a collection S of strata in U˛ , define z�S� on

S
i U˛;i as follows:

(i) Choose a smooth cutoff function �W T 1
1
! Œ0; 1� so that

�.zz/D

�
1 if jzzj � 1

2
;

0 if jzzj � 1:
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(ii) On coordinate charts U˛;i of type (I), we have coordinates zz1 and zzˇ such that
jzz1j < c , jzzˇj < c and jzz1zz

ˇj < c2=16. Use the notation zS for the lift of S to
this chart, SC for the collection of strata in zS such that zz1 D 0, and S� for the
collection of strata in zS such that zzˇ D 0.
Define z�S� on this chart by

z�S� WD�

�
2zz1

c

�
�

�
2zzˇ

c

�
�zS�C

�
1��

�
2zz1

c

��
�SC�C

�
1��

�
2zzˇ

c

��
�S��:

(iii) On all other coordinate charts U˛i
of type (II), let zS denote the lift of S to this

coordinate chart, and define

z�S� WD�zS�:

It follows from the types of transition functions allowed for allowable collections of
coordinate charts that z�S� is well defined on

S
i U˛;i and smooth or C1;1 if � is.

We can now state a fiberwise-global version of Lemma 2.15.

Lemma 2.20 Restricted to a collection of allowable coordinate charts U˛;i over a
single chart U˛ , the norm k�k0;ı is equivalent to the norm

k�kı0 Cmax
S
kw�ıS

z�S�kı&ı0 ;

and the norm k�k1
0;ı

is equivalent to the norm

k�k1ı0 Cmax
S
kw�ıS

z�S�k
1
ı&ı0 :

In the above, the maximum is taken over all collections of strata S in U˛ , and wS

indicates the lift of the weighting function wS on U˛ (which equals wzS in each of the
coordinate charts U˛;i ). The norm k � kı&ı0 is defined in Definition 2.14.

Proof On all coordinate charts of type (II), this lemma follows immediately from
Lemma 2.15, as in this case z�S D�zS .

On a coordinate chart of type (I), where jzz1j< c and jzzˇj< c , using the notation from
Definition 2.19 we have that

�zS� �
z�S�

D

�
1� �

�
2zz1

c

�
�

�
2zzˇ

c

��
�zS� �

�
1� �

�
2zz1

c

��
�SC� �

�
1� �

�
2zzˇ

c

��
�S��:
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Use the notation {�C for the function .1� �.2zz1=c// and {�� for .1� �.2zzˇ=c//. As
�.zz/D 1 when jzzj � 1

2
, and our coordinate chart has jzz1zz

ˇj< c2=16, the region where
�.2zz1=c/¤ 1 is disjoint from the region where �.2zzˇ=c/¤ 1, so we can rewrite the
above equation as

(16) �zS� �
z�S� D {�

C.�zS� ��SC�/C {�
�.�zS� ��S��/:

Given any stratum T for which T c ¤∅, we have eT dzz1zz
ˇe D 0. We then obtain the

following dichotomy:

if eT dzz1e D 0 then eT {�
C
D 0 and eT�zS D eT�S� ;

if eT dzz
ˇ
e D 0 then eT {�

�
D 0 and eT�zS D eT�SC :

Therefore, for any stratum T such that T c ¤∅, in our coordinate chart

(17) eT
z�S D eT�zS :

Equation (17) holds on any fiber of our coordinate chart U˛;i ! U˛ with nontrivial
tropical part, so implies

kw�ıS
z�S� �w

�ı
S �zS�kı&ı0 D kw

�ı
S
z�S� �w

�ı
S �zS�kı0 ;(18)

kw�ıS
z�S� �w

�ı
S �zS�k

1
ı&ı0 D kw

�ı
S
z�S� �w

�ı
S �zS�k

1
ı0 :(19)

Note that � zS ��SC is a sum of terms ˙eT�SC for T 2 zS �SC , so Equation (16)
implies that there exists some constant c0 such that on this coordinate chart,

kw�ıS
z�S� �w

�ı
S �zS�kı0

� c0
X

T2zS�SC

kw�ıS {�
CeT�SC�kı0 C c0

X
T2zS�S�

kw�ıS {�
�eT�S��kı0 :

Use the notation yS to indicate SC \ S� . This is the set of strata within zS where
zz1D 0Dzzˇ , or equivalently the set of strata S 2 zS with Sc D∅. If T 2 zS�SC , then

eT�SC D eT�yS�S0
;

where S0 is the set of strata where dzz1e D 0D dzzˇe. To see this, note that if T 0 2 SC ,
then either T 0 2 yS or eT eT 0�S0

D 0 because eT dzz1eD 0 and eT 0dzz
ˇeD 0. Therefore,

eT�SCeT�yS�S0
D eT�yS�S0

. Similarly, if S 2 S0 , then eSeT�SC D 0, because
if TC indicates the strata in SC with the same projection as T , then eSeTC D eSeT .
Therefore, eT�SCeT�yS�S0

D eT�SC , so eT�SC D eT�yS�S0
as required.
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Similarly, if T 2 zS �S� , then eT�S� D eT�yS�S0
. Therefore, we get

kw�ıS
z�S� �w

�ı
S �zS�kı0

� c0
X

T2zS�SC

kw�ıS {�
CeT�yS[S0

�kı0 C c0
X

T2zS�S�

kw�ıS {�
�eT�yS[S0

�kı0 :

Claim If T 2 zS �SC , then w�ıS {�
C is bounded by a constant times eTw

�ı
yS
w�ı

0
.

To prove this claim, it suffices to show that {�CeTwySw0 vanishes on all the strata in zS .
If S is a stratum in zS , then either S 2 yS , S 2 S0 , eSdzz1e D 0, or eSdzz

ˇe D 0. In the
first two cases, eSwySw0 D 0. If eSdzz1e D 0, then eS {�

C D 0. If eSdzz
ˇe D 0, then

as eT dzz1e D 0, we get eSeTw0 D 0. Therefore eS {�
CeTwySw0 D 0, and the above

claim follows.

Similarly, if T 2 zS � S� , then w�ıS {�
� is bounded by a constant times eTw

�ı
yS
w�ı

0
.

Therefore,

kw�ıS
z�S� �w

�ı
S �zS�kı0 � c00

X
T2zS�yS

keTw
�ı
yS w�ı0 �yS[S0

�kı0 :

As all the strata T in the above inequality satisfy T c ¤∅, on the strata T the norm
k � kı&ı0 always uses the higher weight w�ı�ı

0

0
. Therefore, we get that

(20) kw�ıS
z�S� �w

�ı
S �zS�kı0 � c000kw�ı

yS �yS�kı&ı0 :

The set of strata yS is the lift of some set of strata which we shall again call yS , because
each stratum lifts uniquely. With this slight abuse of notation ySC D yS D yS� , so
z�yS D�yS , and we get

(21) kw�ıS
z�S� �w

�ı
S �zS�kı0 � c000kw�ı

yS
z�yS�kı&ı0 :

The inequalities (20) and (21) together with (18) and Lemma 2.15 prove that the norm
k�k0;ı is equivalent to the norm

k�kı0 Cmax
S
kw�ıS

z�S�kı&ı0 :

As we already have the required estimates for the part of the k�k1
ı

norm involving
kdvert�kı , it remains to estimate

supjw�ıS
z�S� �w

�ı
S �zS�j

on our coordinate chart. As argued for the k � kı0 norm above, we get

supjw�ıS
z�S� �w

�ı
S �zS�j � c0

X
T2zS�yS

supjeTw
�ı
yS w�ı0 �yS[S0

�j:
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We can estimate the right-hand side of the above inequality with Lemma 2.13, as S0

will contain some stratum whose complement contains T . Therefore,

supjw�ıS
z�S� �w

�ı
S �zS�j � c00

X
T2zS�yS

keTw
�ı
yS �ySdvert�kı:

So, as argued above, we get the two inequalities

supjw�ıS
z�S� �w

�ı
S �zS�j � ckw�ı

yS
z�ySdvert�kı&ı0 ;(22)

supjw�ıS
z�S� �w

�ı
S �zS�j � ckw�ı

yS �ySdvert�kı&ı0 :(23)

This together with Lemma 2.15 completes the proof of our lemma.

The above proof contains the inequalities (20)–(23), which together with equations
(18) and (19) imply the following estimates, which will be useful later:

Lemma 2.21 Let yS denote the subset of zS consisting of all strata T 2 zS such that
T c D∅, and also let yS denote the corresponding subset of S . Then there exists some
constant c such that the following inequalities hold for all � for which both sides are
defined:

kw�ıS
z�S� �w

�ı
zS � zS�kı&ı0 � ckw�ı

yS �yS�kı&ı0 D ckw�ı
yS
z�yS�kı&ı0 ;

kw�ıS
z�S� �w

�ı
zS � zS�k

1
ı&ı0 � ckw�ı

yS �yS�k
1
ı&ı0 D ckw�ı

yS
z�yS�k

1
ı&ı0 :

3 Analysis of the x@ equation in families

3.1 x@ is continuously differentiable

Throughout this section, we shall be considering an operator x@ in the form (?) described
on page 1626.

Recall that an allowable family of curves as defined in Definition 2.17 is an extendable
family covered by an allowable collection of coordinate charts in which the vectorbundle
X or yf �Tvert yB is trivialized. So, on the space of sections of X , we may use our
norms from Definition 2.18. Similarly, each of our allowable coordinate charts comes
with a canonical trivialization of T �vert

yC , and therefore a trivialization of T �vert
yC ˝X ,

so we may define norms of sections of T �vert
yC ˝X and therefore norms on sections of

the subbundle Y WD .T �vert
yC ˝X /.0;1/ . Note that any family of curves may be shrunk

to a compactly contained subfamily to obtain an allowable family of curves.
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Definition 3.1 Consider an allowable family of curves with some (possibly empty)
collection of nonintersecting marked-point sections F ! yC avoiding the edges of the
curves in yC ! F .

Define the Banach space X�� to be the k � k1��–completion of the subspace of X1;1

with finite k � k1�� norm,17 where X1;1 is the space of C1;1 sections of the vector-
bundle X vanishing at marked points, and �� stands for the different labels for norms
used in Section 2.4.

Define Y�� to be the k � k��–completion of the subspace of Y1;1 with finite norm,
where Y1;1 is the space of C1;1 sections of Y vanishing on all edges of curves in
yC ! F .

Given a curve f in yC ! F , we can restrict our data to the domain C of f . Define
Xı.f / to be the corresponding Banach space Xı with this restricted data. If � 2Xı ,
define �.f /2Xı.f / to be the restriction of � to the domain C of f . We can similarly
define Yı.f /.

Note that the norms used for X�� control one extra vertical derivative when compared
to the norms used for Y�� . We consider x@ as a map from X�� to Y�� .

Theorem 3.2 If yf is an allowable C1;1 family, then x@ defines a C 1 map from Xk;ı

to Yk;ı .

Proof Our local form for x@ is

x@� DE.�/CH.�/.dvert�/:

By using Lemma 2.8(C), we may estimate in this coordinate chart

kx@�kk;ı � kE.�/kk;ıC ckH.�/k1k;ıkdvert�kk;ı:

Lemmas 2.10 and 1.7 imply that the terms above kE.�/kk;ı and kH.�/k1
k;ı

are
bounded if k�k1

k;ı
is bounded. Similarly, Corollary 2.11 implies that x@� depends

continuously on � , therefore x@ gives a well-defined map from Xk;ı to Yk;ı .

The derivative is given by the formula

(24) Dx@.�/. /DDE.�/. .u//CDH.�/. /.dvert�/CH.�/.dvert /:

17A section in X1;1 will have finite k � k1��–norm if it is extendable, but not in general because we
don’t have control near the boundary of F .
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Using Lemma 2.8(C), estimate this derivative as

kDx@.�/. /kk;ı � c.kDE.�/kk;ıCkDH.�/k1k;ıkdvert�kk;ıCkH.�/k
1
k;ı/k k

1
k;ı:

The terms kH.�/k1
k;ı

, kDH.�/k1
k;ı

and kDE.�/kk;ı are bounded by Lemma 2.10,
therefore Dx@.�/ defines a bounded linear map from Xk;ı to Yk;ı . We must prove that
Dx@.�/ is continuous in � . We have

Dx@.�1/. /�Dx@.�2/. /

D .DE.�1/�DE.�2//. /C .H.�1/�H.�2//.dvert /

CDH.�1/. /.dvert�1� dvert�2/

CDH.�1/. /.dvert�2/�DH.�2/. /.dvert�2/:

Using Lemma 2.8(C) on the above, there exists a positive constant c (independent
of �i and  ) such that

ckDx@.�1/. /�Dx@.�2/. /kk;ı

� kDE.�1/�DE.�2/kk;ık k
1
k;ıCkH.�1/�H.�2/k

1
k;ıkdvert kk;ı

CkDH.�1/k
1
k;ık k

1
k;ıkdvert�1� dvert�2kk;ı

CkDH.�1/�DH.�2/k
1
k;ıkdvert�2kk;ık k

1
k;ı:

The term DE is C1;1 and �S0
DEDDE , so Corollary 2.11 implies that for a fixed �1 ,

the term kDE.�1/�DE.�2/kk;ı converges to zero as k�1��2k
1
k;ı
! 0. Similarly, by

Corollary 2.11, kH.�1/�H.�2/k
1
k;ı

and kDH.�1/�DH.�2/k
1
k;ı

converge to zero
as �2! �1 in k � k1

k;ı
. Lemma 2.10 implies that kDH.�1/k

1
k;ı

is bounded. Therefore,
Dx@.�2/!Dx@.�1/ as �2! �1 in k � k1

k;ı
, so x@W Xk;ı! Yk;ı is C 1, as required.

The formula (24) for Dx@ in the proof above shows that it induces a map on Xı.f /.
In other words, the restriction, Dx@.�/.f /, of Dx@.�/ to the domain of a curve f only
depends on the restriction of � to this curve, �.f /. Use the notation Dx@.f / to refer
to the restriction to f of Dx@ at the zero-section.

3.2 Results for variations of a single curve

Lemma 3.3 For any allowable C1;1 family of curves, and a choice of weight
0< ı < 1, the linearization

Dx@.f /W Xı.f /! Yı.f /

of x@ at the zero-section restricted to any curve is Fredholm.
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More generally, given a choice of weight 0< ı < 1 for every coordinate chart in some
allowable collection of coordinate charts on our family of curves, we may use the norms
with mixed weights defined in Definition 2.18, and

Dx@.f /W Xmixed ı.f /! Ymixed ı.f /

is Fredholm.

Proof Note that the norm k � kı restricted to a smooth component of an exploded
curve is equivalent to the norm Lp with exponential weight on the cylindrical ends
given by ı , and k � k1

ı
is equivalent to the Lp norm with the same exponential weight

on derivatives plus the sup norm. The mixed version of these norms is similar, but
uses different weights at different punctures. So Xı.f / or Xmixed ı.f /, restricted to a
smooth component, is the corresponding Sobolev space L1

p with exponential weights ı
at punctures times a finite-dimensional space allowing sections which are asymptotic
to constants instead of 0 at cylindrical ends (restricted to the subspace which vanishes
on our marked points, if appropriate). From the proof of Theorem 3.2, we have the
following formula for Dx@.f / in local coordinates:

Dx@.�0.f //. /DDE.�0.f //. /CDH.�0.f //. /.dvert�0.f //CH.�0.f //.dvert /:

Here, �0 indicates the zero-section, so the middle term is 0. The conditions on H

from (?) give that the last term equals 1
2
.dvert CJ ı dvert ı j /. This expression is

only valid in local coordinates, as dvert needs a local trivialization of f �Tvert yB to
make sense. To remedy this, choose a C1;1 connection r on Tvert yB . Replacing dvert

with rvert in the above formula modifies the other term so that

(25) Dx@.�0.f //. /DE0.f /. /C 1
2
.r CJ ır ı j /;

where, restricted to any smooth component of the domain of f , E0.f / is smooth
and decays exponentially on cylindrical ends with all weights less than 1. Therefore,
Dx@. / is 1

2
.r CJ ır ıj / plus a compact operator. It is well known (and proved

in [15]) that for 0< ı < 1, the map  7! 1
2
.r CJ ır ı j / is a Fredholm operator

on the above weighted Sobolev spaces restricted to any smooth component. It follows
that x@ is Fredholm from Xı.f / to Yı.f /, and Xmixed ı.f / to Ymixed ı.f /. Therefore
Dx@.f / is the Fredholm operator  7! 1

2
.r C J ı r ı j / plus some compact

operator, so it is Fredholm.

Lemma 3.4 If  2Xı0
.f / and Dx@.f /. / is C1;1 , then  is C1;1 .
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Proof Work in a coordinate chart where we can trivialize .X;J /. Using the corre-
sponding flat, J –preserving connection, equation (25) implies that

Dx@.f /. /DE0. /Cx@ ;

where x@ is the ordinary x@ operator applied to  considered as a map to Cn , and E0

is a C1;1 tensor vanishing on any edge contained in our coordinate chart.

Restricted to the smooth part of our coordinate chart, E0 is a smooth tensor, and
Dx@.f /. / is smooth, so a standard elliptic bootstrapping argument, such as given
in [17], implies that  is smooth restricted to the smooth part of our coordinate chart.

It remains to analyze the behavior of  near edges. Let zz be a holomorphic coordinate
on our edge and dzze D etCi� . (As any C1;1 coordinate change will just change the
norm on Xı in a bounded way, we will assume that zz is one of our originally chosen
coordinates.) We already know that  .t; �/ is smooth, and as  2Xı0

, Lemma 2.13
implies that there is some constant c such that

 .t;�/� lim
t!�1

 .t; �/� ceı0t :

We must show the same for all weights ı < 1 and all derivatives of  . As  is smooth
and bounded as t !�1, and E0 is C1;1 and converges to 0 as t !�1, we have
that E0. / is smooth and converges exponentially to 0 as t!�1 with every weight
less than 1. It follows that x@ is smooth and bounded by eıt as t ! �1 for all
weights ı < 1. Below, we shall use that x@ 2 Yı to show that  2Xı .

We may assume that our coordinates are valid for all t � 0, and apply Cauchy’s integral
formula:

 .t0; �0/D
1

2�

Z 2�

0

 .0; �/

1� et0ei.���0/
d� C

1

2�

Z 2�

0

Z 0

�1

x@ .t; �/

1� et0�tei.���0/
dt d�:

Therefore,

 .t0; �0/� lim
t!�1

 .t; �/

D
1

2�

Z 2�

0

et0ei.���0/ .0; �/

1� et0ei.���0/
d� C

1

2�

Z 2�

0

Z 0

�1

et0�tei.���0/x@ .t; �/

1� et0�tei.���0/
dt d�:

The first integral is bounded by a constant times et0 as t0!�1. We may bound the
second integral by

kx@ kı
1

2�

�Z 2�

0

Z 0

�1

�
et0�tCıt

j1� et0�tei.���0/j

�q

dt d�

�1
q

;
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where 1=qC 1=p D 1, and p > 2 so q < 2. It follows that the integral of

eq.t0�t/
j1� et0�tei���0 j

�q

for t between t0 � 1 and t0C 1 is finite, so the above integral between t0 � 1 and
t0C 1 is bounded by some constant times eıt0 . For t < t0 � 1, we may bound the
integrand by .2eıt /q , and for t > t0C1, we may bound the integrand by .2et0�tCıt /q .
It follows that the above expression is bounded by a constant times eıt0 . As this holds
for all ı < 1,  is in Xı for all ı < 1. (Equivalently, as we are working over a single
curve,  is in X0;ı for all ı < 1.)

Suppose for the purpose of induction that  2Xk;ı for all ı < 1, and that if x@ 2 Yk;ı

for all ı < 1, then  2 Xk;ı for all ı < 1. The fact that  2 Xk;ı implies that
E0. /2YkC1;ı , therefore, x@ 2YkC1;ı . Let v indicate either @=@t or @=@� . We have
that rvx@ D x@rv , therefore x@rv 2 Yk;ı for all ı < 1. Our inductive assumption
then implies that rv 2Xk;ı for all ı < 1, so  2XkC1;ı for all ı < 1.

By induction,  2Xk;ı for all ı < 1 and k , so  2 C1;1 .

Lemma 3.5 The index of

Dx@.f /W Xı.f /! Yı.f / or Dx@.f /W Xmixed ı.f /! Ymixed ı.f /

is given by
2c1� 2n.gC s� 1/;

where c1 is the first Chern number of the vectorbundle X or f �.Tvert yB ;J / over the
domain of f , while g is the total genus, s is the number of marked points where
sections of Xı are required to vanish, and n is the complex rank of X . In particular,
the index of Dx@.f / is invariant in connected families of curves.

Proof This is just the index of the operator  7! 1
2
.r CJ ır ı j /. This index

equals the sum of the indexes of each smooth component minus 2n times the number
of internal edges, because a section of X�.f / is equivalent to a choice of section over
each smooth component with the extra requirement that these sections match at internal
edges, and a section of Y�.f / is equivalent to a section over each smooth component,
with no extra matching condition because sections of Y�.f / always vanish on edges. By
a smooth component, we mean a connected component of the domain of f minus all its
edges. Each such component is a smooth punctured Riemann surface. By the Riemann–
Roch formula, the index on each smooth component v is 2c1�2n.gvCsv�1/, where
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c1 is the first Chern number of the pullback of .Tvert yB ;J / to that component, gv is
the genus of that component, and sv is the number of marked points on that component
where sections of Xı.f / are required to vanish. The sum over all components of c1

and sv does not change in connected families. The contribution of internal edges to
the index is absorbed into the contribution of genus: .1� g/ is

P
v.1� gv/ minus

the number of internal edges. To see this, note that the total genus18 of an exploded
curve C is the genus of the underlying nodal curve dC e. This genus is defined so that
it is invariant in connected families, and in particular does not change when nodes are
smoothed. Topologically, smoothing a node corresponds to replacing a pair of disks
around each node with an annulus. The Euler characteristic 2� 2g of the smoothed
curve is therefore the Euler characteristic of dC e minus a pair of disks around each
nodal point, or

P
v.2� 2gv/ minus the number of disks removed. In conclusion, the

total index is 2c1� 2n.gC s� 1/, and therefore invariant in connected families.

Remark 3.6 (Chern classes) The index formula 2c1�2n.gCs�1/ involves the total
first Chern number c1 of the pullback .Tvert yB ;J / to a curve. As in the case of smooth
manifolds, Chern classes of . yB ;J / may be defined as differential forms in ��. yB/
using the Chern–Weil construction of Chern classes. In particular, choose a smooth
Hermitian metric and connection on .Tvert yB ;J /. The curvature of this connection is a
smooth two-form on yB with values in C–linear endomorphisms of .Tvert yB ;J /. In a
local frame, this curvature two-form is defined from some smooth functions simply by
exterior differentiation, addition and multiplication, so it must vanish on R–nil vectors.
The Chern forms are obtained by taking symmetric polynomials in this curvature
two-form. In particular, the first Chern form is obtained by multiplying the trace of
this curvature two-form by i=2� . The proof that these Chern forms are closed real
differential forms is entirely local, so following the same construction gives closed
real differential forms which vanish on R–nil vectors. Therefore, using the notation
of [29], these Chern forms are closed differential forms in ��. yB/ which represent a
Chern class in H�. yB/. The total Chern number c1 of a curve is then the integral over
the curve of the first Chern form of .Tvert yB ;J /.

Proposition 3.7 In the case that our family yC ! F consists of a single curve, if
� 2X1=2 has x@� 2 C1;1 , then � 2 C1;1 .

18For exploded curves C , we could equivalently define this total genus as dim H 1.C /=2 , which is
invariant in families by Proposition 11.4 of [29], and equal to the genus of dC e when dC e has no nodes
by Corollary 4.2 of [29].
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Proof Standard elliptic bootstrapping, as explained in [17], gives that locally on
smooth components of the domain, � is smooth if x@� is smooth. It remains to analyze
these solutions in a neighborhood of edges in order to verify that they are C1;1 . As a
C1;1 coordinate change will not affect the property of � being in X1=2 , we may use
holomorphic coordinates dzze D etCi� on a neighborhood of a puncture in a smooth
component of the domain.

Recall that x@ is in the form (?), so in a local coordinate chart,

x@� DE.�/C 1
2
.H 0.�/.d�/CJ ıH 0.�/.d� ı j //;

where H 0 is a C1;1 map to the bundle of invertible R–linear endomorphisms of X .

Suppose that � 2Xk;ı0
. Then kE.�/kkC1;ı is finite for all ı < 1, and the inverse of

H 0.�/. � / gives a linear map bounded in the k � kkC1;ı norm. Let J.�/ indicate the pull-
back of J over the map H 0.�/, and more generally, let J. � / indicate the pullback of J

over the map H 0. � /. Of course, J. � / is C1;1 , so Lemma 2.10 implies that kJ.�/k1
k;ı

is finite if � 2Xk;ı . Applying the inverse of H 0.�/. � / to x@��E.�/ gives the following:

If � 2Xk;ı0
, then

1
2
.d�CJ.�/ ı d� ı j /


kC1;ı

is finite for all ı < 1:

Let S be the stratum of our coordinate chart corresponding to the edge where t!�1,
and let x@0 indicate the standard x@ operator corresponding to eS .J.�//. We may rewrite
the above displayed statement as follows:

If � 2Xk;ı0
, then

x@0�C
1
2
.�SJ.�// ı d� ı j


kC1;ı

is finite for all ı < 1:

Let L
p

k
.D.r// indicate the Lp norm with k derivatives on a disk of radius r around

a point .t; �/.

Suppose that � 2 X1=2 . Then as t ! 1, we have kd�kLp.D.1// � et=2 , and
Lemma 2.13 implies that j�SJ.�/j � cet=2 . Therefore, kx@0�kı is finite for all ı < 1.
The argument of Lemma 3.4 then implies that � 2Xı for all ı < 1.

If � 2 Xk;ı , the fact that kJ.�/kLp

kC2
D.1/ is bounded as t !�1 allows us to use

the following inequality from Proposition B.4.9 in [17]: there exists some positive
constant c such that for t large enough,

k�S�kLp

kC2.D.
1
2//
� c.kd�CJ.�/ ı d� ı j kLp

kC1
.D.1//Ck�S�kLp

kC1
.D.1///:
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It follows that if � 2Xk;ı , then as t !�1,

k�S�kLp

kC2
D. 1

2/
� etı:

Therefore, � is in XkC1;ı0 for all ı0 < ı if � 2Xk;ı . As we have already established
that � 2 X0;ı for all ı < 1, it follows that � 2 Xk;ı for all k and all ı < 1. So �
is C1;1 , as required.

3.3 A linear gluing theorem

Throughout this section, we consider a linear operator in the form (?0) over a family
of curves yC ! F with a finite collection of nonintersecting marked-point sections
si W F ! yC staying away from the edges of curves in yC ; sections of X will vanish at
the image of si . Throughout, we shall use V to indicate a finite-rank subvectorbundle
V � Y1;1 as in Definition 1.1. When we have V over an allowable family of curves,
we always assume that V is extendable.

Definition 3.8 Any finite-rank subvectorbundle V � Y1;1 over an allowable family
of curves defines a closed subspace Vk;ı � Yk;ı consisting of all sections contained
in V .f / when restricted to f 2 F . Define the natural projection

�V W Yk;ı!
Yk;ı

Vk;ı

WD Y=Vk;ı:

Note that Vk;ı is a subset of Yk;ı , not Y , so Y=Vk;ı is only to be interpreted as a
short-hand for Yk;ı=Vk;ı , not as the quotient of Y by Vk;ı , or sections of a vector-
bundle Y=V . Similarly define the restriction of �V to Yı.f /. In this case, the
projection �V has finite-dimensional kernel equal to V restricted to f , so

�V ıDx@.f /W X.f /ı! Y=Vı.f /

is still Fredholm.

We now prove a standard gluing theorem. First, we describe a “gluing” and “cutting”
map.

Lemma 3.9 Given any curve f in F , there exist an allowable collection of coordinate
charts on neighborhood U of f and for all f 0 2 U , bounded linear maps

GW Xı0.f /!Xı0.f
0/; GW Yı0.f /! Yı0.f

0/; C W Yı0.f
0/! Yı0.f /

such that the following hold:
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(i) Assign a weight ıi 2 fı0; ıC ı0g to each coordinate chart, but use ı0 on every
chart not containing an edge of both f and f 0 .19 Then the maps

GW Xmixed ı.f /!Xmixed ı.f
0/; GW Ymixed ı.f /! Ymixed ı.f

0/;

C W Ymixed ı.f
0/! Ymixed ı.f /

are bounded, and the norms of such G and C are bounded uniformly indepen-
dently of f 0 2 U , so long as the charts using the higher weight contain an edge
of f and f 0 .

(ii) G is a left inverse to C . In other words, G ıC W Yı0.f
0/! Yı0.f /! Yı0.f

0/

is the identity.

(iii) For any � > 0, there exists an open neighborhood of f such that for all f 0 in
this neighborhood, so long as the higher weights are only used where f 0 has an
edge, the following hold:

(a) kDx@.f 0/ ıG �G ıDx@.f / kmixed ı � �k k
1
mixed ı .

(b) Given a finite-rank subvectorbundle V � Y1;1. yf /, we may additionally
ensure that for all v 2 V .f /,

k�V Gvkmixed ı � �kvkmixed ı:

Proof Choose an allowable collection of coordinate charts lifting a single coordinate
chart U on F so that the largest stratum of U contains f . Choose these coordinate
charts Ui ! U small enough that we can trivialize both X and Y over them as in
Definition 2.16. Note that in each coordinate chart, the trivialization of Y may differ
from the trivialization induced on X ˝T �vert

yC , because Y . yf /�X ˝T �vert
yC may not

be a constant subbundle.

Roughly speaking, G is .1� z�S /, where S is the stratum of U containing f , but
we shall describe it more accurately below. Let g denote a section of the relevant
vectorbundle, written using the above coordinates. Now define the maps G and C in
these coordinate charts �F W Ui! U as follows.

If Ui is of type (II) from the definition of allowable coordinate charts in Definition 2.3,
Ui is the product of an open subset of T 1

1
with U . The coordinate zz1 on T 1

1
is a

coordinate for both ��1
F
.f /\Ui and for ��1

F
.f 0/\Ui . In this case, we can define

19The reason we must be cautious about where the higher weight is used is that C1;1 functions
are only uniformly bounded using this higher weight on strata containing edges of curves. This is not a
problem if the q in Lemma 2.6 is 1 , or if q.ıC ı0/ < 1 .
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G. /.zz1/D .zz1/ and C. /.zz1/D .zz1/. Note that if  vanishes at marked points,
then G. / does too, as we chose our coordinates so that the position of marked points
is independent of U . (This is a condition of being an allowable collection of coordinate
charts.) Our assumption that transition maps for our vectorbundle are independent
of U ensures that G and C are compatible with coordinate changes between charts
of type (II).

If, on the other hand, Ui is a chart of type (I), then Ui is of the form

Ui WD �
�1
F .U /\fjzz1j< c; jzzˇj< cg:

Choose some smooth cut-off function �W T 1
1
!R satisfying

�.zz/D

�
0 if jzzj> 1

2
c;

1 if jzzj � 1
4
c:

Recall that zz1zz
ˇ is a coordinate function on U , and coordinates for ��1

F
.f / are given

by zz1 2 T 1
1

and zzˇ 2 T 1
1

so that zz1zz
ˇ D zz1zz

ˇ.f /, and we have jzz1j< c and jzzˇj< c .
We have assumed that zz1zz

ˇ.f />0 by assuming that f is in the largest stratum of U . In
our coordinates,  is some constant x on the edge of ��1

F
.f /, where dzz1eD 0Ddzzˇe.

Define  C.zz1/ WD .zz1/ when jzz1j> jzz
ˇj, and extend  C to be x elsewhere. Similarly

define  �.zzˇ/D  .zzˇ/ for jzzˇj> jzz˛j, and extend  � to be x everywhere else.

Note that ��1
F
.f 0/\Ui has the same coordinates zz1 and zzˇ , except zz1zz

ˇ Dzz1zz
ˇ.f 0/.

Define G in these coordinate charts as

G. /.zz1; zz
ˇ/ WD �.zzˇ/. C.zz1/�x/C �.zz1/. �.zz

ˇ/�x/Cx:

Our assumptions about the transition maps between allowable collections of coordinate
charts from Definition 2.16 ensure that G is compatible with our transition maps, so
we have a globally defined map G . Note also that if  is a C1;1 section of X.f /

or Y .f /, G. / actually defines a C1;1 extension of  to neighborhood of f .

The norm of G as a map from Xmixed ı.f / to Xmixed ı.f
0/ is bounded independently

of f 0 in U . Indeed, k C.zz1/k
1
mixed ı � k k

1
mixed ı because w0.zz1/ is smaller at the

fiber over f than the fiber at f 0 , and similarly, k �.zzˇ/k1mixed ı � k k
1
mixed ı . If

our coordinate chart contains edges of both f and f 0 , the cutoff function � plays
no role in the definition of G , because it is always 1 where it multiplies a nonzero
function. Otherwise, we always use the lower weight ı0 in our coordinate chart, and
when we multiply . C.zz1/�x/ by �.zzˇ/, we increase its k � k1

ı0
–norm by a factor of
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at most 2k�.zzˇ/k1
ı0

, which is finite because �.zzˇ/ is smooth. Therefore, the norm of G

as a map from Xmixed ı.f / to Xmixed ı.f
0/ is bounded by 1C4k�.zzˇ/k1

ı0
C4k�.zz0/k

1
ı0

.

The argument bounding G as a map from Ymixed ı is similar; however, to define G WD

Ymixed ı.f /!Ymixed ı.f
0/ we used a trivialization of the vectorbundle Y over a coordi-

nate chart which does not necessarily coincide with the trivialization of T �vert
yC˝X used

to define the Ymixed ı norm. This does not matter as Lemma 2.8 implies that any extend-
able C1;1 change of coordinates on our vectorbundle gives an equivalent norm to Yı0 ,
and restricted to curves in our chart containing an edge, it gives an equivalent norm
to YıCı0 . Therefore, G WD Ymixed ı.f /! Ymixed ı.f

0/ is also uniformly bounded for
all f 0 in U so long as the charts using the higher weight contain an edge of f 0 and f .

Define the cutting map C in these coordinates by

C. /.zz1; zz
ˇ/D

8<:
 .zz1/ if jzz1j>

p
jzz1zzˇ.f 0/j and dzz1e ¤ 0;

 .zzˇ/ if jzzˇj �
p
jzz1zzˇ.f 0/j and Œzzˇ �¤ 0;

0 everywhere else.

Recall that, within coordinate charts of type (I), jzz1zz
ˇj < c2=16. Therefore G ı C

is the identity, because the cutoff functions involved are 1 in the relevant regions.
Our assumptions on transition maps within allowable collections of coordinate charts
ensure that C is defined independently of coordinates. Observe also that if our triv-
ialization of Y . yf / in a coordinate chart coincided with the trivialization used to cal-
culate norms, C W Ymixed ı.f

0/! Ymixed ı.f / would have norm bounded by 2 because
w0Djdzz1ejCjdzz

ˇej, so after accounting for the different trivializations, the norm of C

is uniformly bounded independently of f 0 in U so long as charts using the higher weight
contain an edge of f 0 and f . We have now verified the first three items of our lemma.

Recall that Dx@.f / is in the form

Dx@.f /. /.zz1; zz
ˇ/DE0.zz1; zz

ˇ; f /. .zz1; zz
ˇ//C 1

2
.dvert CJ ıdvert ıj /.zz1; zz

ˇ; f /:

In the above, we write things as depending on .zz1; zz
ˇ/ even though these coordinates

are related over f . Below, we shall sometimes use only one of these coordinates when
we wish to emphasize dependence on that coordinate. In the above expression, E0 is
some linear map which depends in a C1;1 way on position in Ui and disappears on
the edges of fibers of �F , and J and j also depend in a C1;1 way on position in Ui .
Let us bound the expression Dx@.f 0/ ıG �G ıDx@.f / in the interesting case that
Ui is a chart of type (I).
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This calculation is complicated by the difference between the coordinates in which Dx@f

is expressed and the coordinates in which the gluing map on Ymixed ı is defined. In partic-
ular let A.f; zz1; zz

ˇ; f /. � / indicate the coordinate change, so in our current coordinates,

GW Ymixed ı.f /! Ymixed ı.f
0/

is equal to

G.�/.zz1; zz
ˇ/ WDA�1.f 0; zz1; zz

ˇ/
�
�.zzˇ/A.f; zz1/�C.zz1/C �.zz1/A.f; zz

ˇ/��.zz
ˇ/
�
:

So,

(26) Dx@.f 0/ ıG �G ıDx@.f / 

D
�
id�A�1.f 0; zz1/A.f; zz1/

�
�.zzˇ/.Dx@.f / /C

C
�
id�A�1.f 0; zzˇ/A.f; zzˇ/

�
�.zz1/.Dx@.f / /�

CDx@.f 0/ ıG. /� �.zzˇ/.Dx@.f / /C� �.zz1/.Dx@.f / /�:

As
�
id�A�1.f 0; zz1/A.f; zz1/

�
�.zzˇ/ is linear, C1;1 and vanishes when f 0 D f , the

k � kmixed ı norm of the right-hand side of the top line can be bounded by �k k1mixed ı
by choosing f 0 close enough to f , and the second line may be bounded similarly. It
therefore suffices to bound the last line.

The expression we need to bound is linear in  . Consider the case that  is a constant x .
Then, G.x/D x , and so our expression is

E0.zz1; zz
ˇ; f 0/.x/� �.zzˇ/E0.zz1; f /C.x/� �.zz1/E

0.zzˇ; f /�.x/:

This is C1;1 and vanishes on the edges of all curves, and vanishes on f , so its
k � kmixed ı norm may be forced to be as small as we like compared to x by choosing
f 0 close to f and requiring that f 0 always have an edge in any coordinate using the
higher weight.

Using the above, we may reduce to the case that  restricted to the edge of f in our
coordinate chart is 0, in which case

G. /D �.zzˇ/ CC �.zz1/ �:

Now, the last line of (26) breaks into

(27) Dx@.f 0/.�.zzˇ/ C/� �.zz
ˇ/.Dx@.f / /C
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and a similar expression involving �.zz1/ and  � . To bound the last line of (26), it
therefore suffices to bound the above expression (27). Expand (27) as

(28) �.zzˇ/.E0.zz1; f
0/�E0.zz1; f //. C.zz1//

C
1
2

�
dvert.�.zz

ˇ/ C.zz1//C
�
J ı dvert.�.zz

ˇ/ C.zz1// ı j
�
.zz1; f

0/
�

�
1
2
�.zzˇ/.dvert C.zz1/CJ ı dvert C.zz1/ ı j /.zz1; f /:

As �.zzˇ/.E0.zz1; f
0/�E0.zz1; f // is C1;1 and vanishes on f and the edges of curves,

the top line of the above expression (28) may have its k � kmixed ı norm bounded by
�k k1mixed ı so long as we choose f 0 close enough to f and require that f 0 has an
edge contained in the charts on which the higher weight is used. It therefore suffices
to bound the last two lines of the expression (28).

We may expand these last two lines of (28) multiplied by 2 as follows:

(29) d�.zzˇ/ C.zz1/C .d�.zz
ˇ/ ı j /.J C.zz1//

C �.zzˇ/
�
dvert C.zz1/CJ ı dvert C.zz1/ ı j

�
.zz1; f

0/

� �.zzˇ/
�
dvert C.zz1/CJ ı dvert C.zz1/ ı j

�
.zz1; f /:

The first line of the above expression may be bounded as follows: Note jd�.zzˇ/j is
bounded, and is supported on the region

˚
1
4
c < jzzˇj< 1

2
c
	

. By choosing jzz1zz
ˇ.f 0/j

small enough by choosing f 0 close to f , we can ensure that zz1 is as small as we like
in the above region, thus making k C.zz1/kmixed ı here as small as we like compared
to k k1mixed ı because the weight involved in the calculation the norm here (at f 0 )
involves a term jdzzˇej � 1

4
c and Lemma 2.13 gives us a bound on the size of  C.zz1/

by a uniform constant times jdzz1ej
ı0
k k1

ı0
. It follows that we can make the k � kmixed ı

norm of the first line as small as we like compared to k k1mixed ı .

Therefore, it remains to bound the last two lines of the expression (29). These may
be expanded as

�.zzˇ/
�
.J.zz1; f

0/�J.zz1; f // ı dvert C.zz1/ ı j .zz1; f
0/
�

C �.zzˇ/
�
J.zz1; f / ı dvert C.zz1/ ı .j .zz1; f

0/� j .zz1; f //
�
:

As .J.zz1; f
0/ � J.zz1; f // and .j .zz1; f

0/ � j .zz1; f // are C1;1 and vanish when
f 0 D f , the k � kmixed ı norm of the above expression may be bounded by �k k1mixed ı
by choosing f 0 close enough to f and requiring that the coordinate charts which use
the higher weights contain an edge of f 0 .
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Therefore, by choosing our neighborhood of f small enough we can achieve item (iii)(a)
from our lemma on charts of type (I). On the other charts of type (II), proving the same
thing is similar, but easier as it involves no cutoff functions and just analysis of how
A, E0 , j and J depend on position.

We now just need to prove item (iii)(b) from our lemma. To see this, consider C1;1

sections v1; : : : ; vn of V such that fvi.f /g is a basis for V .f /. Then G.vi.f //� vi

is C1;1 and vanishes on the domain of f and all strata in S0 . Therefore, we can get
kG.vi.f //.f

0/� vi.f
0/kmixed ı as small as we like by choosing f 0 close to f . This

in turn bounds k�V G.vi.f //kmixed ı , and item (iii)(b) follows from the linearity of G :

k�V G.v/kmixed ı � �kvkmixed ı:

Theorem 3.10 Suppose that for some curve f in yf ,

Dx@.f /W X1;1.f /! Y1;1.f /

is injective and has image complementary to V .f / � Y1;1.f / for some finite-rank
subvectorbundle V � Y1;1. yf /.

Then for any 0 < ı < 1, there exists an open neighborhood U of f 2 F covered by
an allowable collection of coordinate charts, such that, for all f 0 2 U ,

�V ıDx@.f
0/W Xı&ı0.f

0/!Y=Vı&ı0.f
0/ and �V ıDx@.f

0/W Xı0.f
0/!Y=Vı0.f

0/

are invertible, and the norm of the inverse is uniformly bounded independently of
f 0 2 U .

Proof Recall that Xı&ı0.f
0/, defined using the norm of Definition 2.14, uses the

weight w�ı
0

0
in coordinate charts not containing an edge of f 0 and the weight w�ı�ı

0

0

in coordinate charts containing an edge of f 0 .

Choose an allowable collection of coordinate charts containing f so that Lemma 3.9
holds. Let f 0 be some curve in the image of this allowable collection of coordinate
charts. Assign a weight ı0 to any coordinate chart that does not contain an edge of f 0 ,
and a weight ıC ı0 to any coordinate chart that contains a edge of f 0 . Consider the
corresponding norm with these mixed weights.

Lemma 3.4 implies that the kernel of �V ıDx@.f / consists of C1;1 sections, so our
assumptions and the fact that �V ıDx@.f /W Xmixed ı.f /! Y=Vmixed ı.f / is Fredholm
imply that �V ıDx@.f / has a bounded inverse.
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Use the notation
Q WD .�V ıDx@.f //�1

ı�V :

Assume that U was chosen small enough that the gluing and cutting maps, G and C

from Lemma 3.9, satisfy the following conditions:

(i) kDx@.f /k, kQk, kGk, and kCk are bounded by some M .

(ii) kDx@.f 0/ ıG �G ıDx@.f / kmixed ı � �k k
1
mixed ı .

(iii) For all v 2 V .f /, k�V Gvkmixed ı � �kvkmixed ı .

By choosing U small enough, we may make the � in the conditions above as small
as we like while keeping M the same.

Now consider the map Q.f 0/W Ymixed ı.f
0/!Xmixed ı.f

0/ defined by

Q.f 0/ WDG ıQ ıC:

By exchanging Dx@.f 0/ ıG with G ıDx@.f / using the inequality (ii), and using that
G ı C is the identity, and then using that Dx@.f / ıQ.C�/ � C� 2 V .f / and the
inequality (iii), we get

(30) k�V .Dx@.f
0/ ıQ.f 0/� � �/kmixed ı

D k�V .Dx@.f
0/ ıG ıQ ıC� � �/kmixed ı

� �kQC�k1mixed ıCk�V .G.Dx@.f / ıQ ıC� �C�//kmixed ı

� �M 2
k�kmixed ıC �.M

3
CM /k�kmixed ı:

As V .f 0/ is n–dimensional, there exists a linear inclusion

iV W Y=Vmixed ı.f
0/! Ymixed ı.f

0/

with norm bounded by 2n such that �V ıiV is the identity. To see this for the case nD1,
use the Hahn–Banach theorem to choose a linear functional L on Ymixed ı.f

0/ so that
jLvj D kvkmixed ı for v 2 V .f /, and kLkD 1. Then the obvious inclusion with image
ker L is bounded by 2. Repeating this argument n times gives the n–dimensional case.

In particular, if we choose � small enough, the above inequality (30) tells us that

k�V Dx@.f 0/ ı .Q.f 0/ ı iV /� Idk< 1
2
;

so a right inverse to �V Dx@.f 0/ is given by

.Q.f 0/ ı iV /.�V Dx@.f 0/ ı .Q.f 0/ ı iV //
�1;

which is bounded by M 2nC1 .
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Lemma 3.5 gives that the index of Dx@ does not change in connected families, so this
right inverse must be a genuine inverse to �V Dx@. We may repeat this argument for the
different mixed norms corresponding to whether edges of f 0 are in our coordinate charts
to obtain a uniform bound for the inverse of �V ıDx@.f 0/W Xı&ı0.f

0/! Y=Vı&ı0.f
0/

for all f 0 in U .

The argument for �V ıDx@.f
0/W Xı0.f /!Y=Vı0.f

0/ is identical, except the weight ı0

is used in all coordinate charts.

3.4 Linear regularity results in families

Proposition 3.11 If yf is covered by an allowable collection of coordinate charts, and,
for all f in yf , the maps

�V ıDx@.f /W Xı0.f /! Y=Vı0.f / and �V ıDx@.f /W Xı&ı0.f /! Y=Vı&ı0.f /

are invertible with a uniformly bounded inverse, then

�V ıDx@W X0;ı! Y=V0;ı

has a bounded inverse.

Proof We need to bound k�k1
0;ı

in terms of k�V ıDx@�k0;ı . Our assumption that the

maps Dx@.f / have uniformly bounded inverses implies that there exists some constant c

independent of � such that

k�k1ı0 � ck�V ıDx@�kı0 ;(31)

k�k1ı&ı0 � ck�V ıDx@�kı&ı0 :(32)

When there are N charts in our allowable collection of coordinate charts, the constant c

is 4N times our assumed uniform bound, because

k�k1ı0 � 4N sup
f

k�.f /k1ı0 and k�V �kı0 � sup
f

k�V �.f /kı0 ;

and analogous bounds hold using the k � kı&ı0 norm.

We will use the equivalent form of k � k1
0;ı

from Lemmas 2.15 and 2.20 because this
equivalent form involves only weights wS with dvertwS D 0. So, in a local coordinate
chart, Dx@wS� D wSDx@� . If �V Dx@z�S� was also equal to z�S�V Dx@� , then the
above inequalities (31) and (32) would be adequate to quickly prove our lemma. The
main part of the following proof estimates the extent to which this fails to hold.
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Restrict attention to the set of coordinate charts Ui over a single chart U in our
allowable collection of coordinate charts. Let S indicate a set of strata in U , and zS
indicate the lift of S to a set of strata in zUi . Lemma 2.20 tells us that the norm k�k1

0;ı

is equivalent to the norm

k�k1ı0 Cmax
S
kw�ıS

z�S�k
1
ı&ı0 :

For the purposes of induction, assume that for any collection of strata I in U with
fewer than jSj members,

(33) kw�ıI
z�I�k

1
ı&ı0 � ck�V Dx@�k0;ı:

The case when I has no members is satisfied because of the inequality (32) and
Lemma 2.20. We will now bound kw�ıS

z�S�k
1
ı&ı0 by bounding kDx@w�ıS

z�S�kı&ı0 .

Work in a local coordinate chart where we can use the local form (?0) of Dx@,

Dx@� DE0.�/CH.dvert�/:

The important facts are that E0 is a C1;1 tensor such that �S0
E0 D E0 , and H is

a C1;1 tensor.

For any stratum S ,

�S .Dx@�/DDx@�S�C .�SE0/.eS�/C .�SH /.eS dvert�/:

Similarly, for the lift zS of our set of strata S in U to our coordinate chart,

(34) Dx@�zS�D�zS.D
x@�/�

X
∅¤I�zS

�I E0.eI�.zS�I /�/C.�I H /.eI�.zS�I / dvert�/:

We now bound the kw�ıS � kı&ı0 norm of terms in the above sum. Each of the terms
in (34) vanishes on all strata in zS , so if � indicates one of the above terms, � zS� D � .
For such � , the following inequality holds:

(35) kw�ıS � zS�kı&ı0 � ckw�ı
zS[S0

� zS�kı0 :

In the above, S0 indicates the set of strata on which w0 vanishes. To see why the
inequality (35) holds, note that it holds on strata T such that T c D ∅ because then
the norm on the left-hand side is just the k � kı0 norm. The inequality (35) also holds
trivially on strata in zS , because both sides are 0 restricted to strata in zS . It remains
to show (35) holds on strata T such that T 62 zS and T c ¤∅. It suffices to show that
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in this case eTw zS[S0
is bounded by a constant times eTw zSw0 , which is inequality

(11) from the proof of Lemma 2.15. Therefore the inequality (35) holds.

We shall now bound terms involving H in (34):

kw�ıS .�I H /.eI�. zS�I /dvert�/kı&ı0 � ckw�ı
zS[S0

.�I H /.eI�. zS�I /dvert�/kı0

� c0k.w�ıI �I H /.eIw
�ı
. zS[S0/�I

�. zS�I /dvert�/kı0

� c00keIw
�ı
. zS[S0/�I

�. zS�I /dvert�kı0 :

We wish to use our inductive hypothesis to estimate this last term, but zS � I may not
be a lifted set of strata. To remedy this, note that

(36) eI� zS�I�S0
D eI� zS0�S0

;

where zS 0 is the largest lifted collection of strata which is a subset of zS � I . Therefore
eI� zS�I dvert� D eI� zS0 dvert� . We also have that

(37) eIw
�ı
. zS[S0/�I

� ceIw
�ı
zS0 w

�ı
0 ;

because if � is a smooth monomial from w zS0w0 , then eI � must vanish on I c , and
therefore must vanish on . zS [S0/� I and be dominated by w. zS[S0/�I . Therefore,

keIw
�ı
. zS[S0/�I

�. zS�I / dvert�kı0 � ckeIw
�ı
zS0 � zS0 dvert�kıCı0 :

If I is not a lifted set of strata, then the right-hand side of the above inequality is
bounded by a constant times kw�ı

zS0
�. zS0/dvert�kı&ı0 . So if I is not a lifted set of strata,

(38) kw�ıS .�I H /.eI�. zS�I / dvert�/kı&ı0 � ckw�ı
zS0 � zS0 dvert�kı&ı0 :

On the other hand, if I is a lifted set of strata, then zS � I is lifted, so zS 0 D zS � I , and
we can derive the above inequality (38) using Lemma 2.8 as follows:

kw�ıS .�I H /.eI�. zS�I / dvert�/kı&ı0 � ck.w�ıI �I H /.eIw
�ı
zS�I

�. zS�I / dvert�/kı&ı0

� c0keIw
�ı
zS0 � zS0 dvert�kı&ı0

� c0kw�ı
zS0 � zS0 dvert�kı&ı0 :

Now, we need to bound the terms involving E0 in (34):

kw�ı
zS .�I E0/.eI�. zS�I /�/kı&ı0 � ckw�ı

zS[S0
.�I E0/.eI�. zS�I /�/kı0 (using (35))

� c0k.w�ıI[S0
�I[S0

E0/.eIw
�ı
zS�I

�. zS�I /�/kı0

� c00 supjeIw
�ı
. zS�I /

�. zS�I /�j:
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We must bound supjeIw
�ı
. zS�I /

�. zS�I /�j. If I is a lifted set of strata and zS 0 D zS � I ,
then the above inequality immediately gives

(39) kw�ı
zS .�I E0/.eI�. zS�I /�/kı&ı0 � ckw�ı

zS0 � zS0�k
1
ı&ı0 :

On the other hand, if I is not a lifted set of strata, there exists some stratum S 2 zS� I

and xS 2 Sc such that xS 2 I . Then we can use Lemma 2.13 and the observation that
eIw

�ı
zS�I

is bounded by a constant times eIw
�ı
zS0
w�ı

0
(which follows from (37)) to get

supjeIw
�ı
. zS�I /

�. zS�I /�j � c supjeIw
�ı
zS0 w

�ı
0 �. zS�I /�j

D c sup eIw
�ı
0 je xS�S .eIw

�ı
zS0 �. zS�I /�/j

� c0ke xSdvert.eIw
�ı
zS0 �. zS�I /�/kıCı0

D c0keIw
�ı
zS0 �. zS�I /dvert�kıCı0

D c0keIw
�ı
zS0 � zS0dvert�kıCı0 (using (36))

� c00kw�ı
zS0 � zS0dvert�kı&ı0 .as I c

¤∅/:

Therefore, inequality (39) holds for all nonempty sets of strata I � zS . Using the
inequalities (38) and (39) along with Equation (34) gives

(40) kDx@w�ı
zS � zS� �w

�ı
zS � zSDx@�kı&ı0 � c

X
zS0¨ zS

kw�ı
zS0 � zS0�k

1
ı&ı:

If zS consists entirely of strata S such that Sc D∅, then z�S D� zS , and we obtain the
inequality below. Otherwise, we may apply the estimates of Lemma 2.21 to the above
inequality to exchange � zS with z�S and get error terms involving z�S0 , where S 0 ¨ S ,
and also apply the estimates of Lemma 2.21 to the right-hand side of (40) to get

(41) kDx@w�ıS
z�S� �w

�ı
zS
z�SDx@�kı&ı0 � c

X
S0¨S

kw�ıS0
z�S0�k

1
ı&ı:

The right-hand side of (41) is bounded by ck�V Dx@�k0;ı by inductive assumption (33).
As (41) applies on all the coordinate charts Ui over U , we can apply �V to the
left-hand term in (41), use the triangle inequality, and rearrange to get

(42) k�V Dx@w�ıS
z�S�kı&ı0 � k�Vw

�ı
S
z�SDx@�kı&ı0 C ck�V Dx@�k0;ı:

We now estimate the right-hand side of this inequality by a constant times k�V Dx@�k0;ı .
(This estimation is trivial if V has rank 0, but it will take us over two pages.) After
that, the inequality (32) can be applied to complete the inductive argument.
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Let v0 be any section of V with kv0k0;ı finite, such that

(43) 2k�V Dx@�k0;ı � kDx@� � v
0
k0;ı:

Then, the following holds:

(44) k�Vw
�ı
S
z�SDx@�kı&ı0 WD inf

v
kw�ıS

z�SDx@� � vkı&ı0

� kw�ıS
z�S.Dx@� � v

0/kı&ı0 C inf
v
kw�ıS

z�Sv
0
� vkı&ı0

� ck�V Dx@�k0;ıC inf
v
kw�ıS

z�Sv
0
� vkı&ı0

D ck�V Dx@�k0;ıCk�Vw
�ı
S
z�Sv

0
kı&ı0 :

We must show that k�Vw
�ı
S
z�Sv

0kı&ı0 can be bounded in terms of k�V Dx@�k0;ı .

In our coordinate chart U , choose a trivialization of V using a basis fvig of C1;1

sections. We then have
v0 D

X
i

fivi ;

where ffig is some collection of fiberwise-constant real-valued functions. Choose vi

so that for some constant c ,

(45) jgi j � ck
X

i

givikı0

for any collection of functions gi on U .

Using the identity �Sfg D .�Sf /gC .eSf /�Sg repeatedly, we get

(46) � zSv
0
D

X
I�zS;i

.�I e. zS�I /fi/.�. zS�I /vi/:

As fi is fiberwise-constant, �Se xSfi D 0 when xS 2 Sc . Therefore, we can rewrite
the above expression using only lifted sets of strata:

(47) � zSv
0
D

X
I�S;i

.�zI e
. zS�zI /fi/.�. zS�zI /vi/:

We need to estimate z�Sv
0 ; this equals � zSv

0 unless we’re in a coordinate chart of type (I)
with coordinates including jzz1j< c and jzzˇj< c . Using notation from Definition 2.19,
write IC for the subset of zI where zz1D t0 , and I� for the subset where zzˇD t0 . Then

z�S D� zS � {�
C.� zS ��SC/� {�

�.� zS ��S�/;
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where {�C and {�� are some cutoff functions. As fi is constant on fibers,

eICf D ezIfi D eIfi ;

where in eIfi , we consider fi as a function on U . Similarly,

�zIfi D�ICfi D�I�fi D�Ifi ;

so �zIfi D
z�If . As every stratum in S has a unique lift to SC , (46) implies that

(48) �SCv
0
D

X
I�S;i

.�I e.S�I /fi/.�.S�I /Cvi/

and similarly,

(49) �S�v
0
D

X
I�S;i

.�I e.S�I /fi/.�.S�I /�vi/;

so using equations (47)–(49) on a coordinate chart of type (I), we get

(50) z�Sv
0
D

X
I�S;i

.�I e.S�I /fi/.z�.S�I /vi/:

We’ve proved the above equation (50) for coordinate charts of type (I), and on all other
coordinate charts, (50) is equivalent to (47), so (50) is valid for all our coordinate charts
over U .

We can apply equation (50) along with inequality (45) to bound jw�ıS �Sfi j as follows:

supjw�ıS �Sfi j � ck
X

i

.w�ıS �Sfi/vikı0

� ckw�ıS
z�Sv

0
kı0 C c

X
I¨S;j

kw�ıS .�I e.S�I /fj /.z�.S�I /vj /kı0

� ckw�ıS
z�Sv

0
kı0 C c0

X
I¨S;j

k.w�ıI �I e.S�I /fj /.w
�ı
S�I
z�.S�I /vj /kı0

� ckw�ıS
z�Sv

0
kı0 C c00

X
I¨S;j

supjw�ıI �I e.S�I /fj j:

Using the above inequality again on the terms with fewer strata gives

(51) supjw�ıS �Sfi j � c
X
I�S

kw�ıI
z�Iv

0
kı0 :
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As the sections vi are C1;1 , the norm kw�ı
I
z�Ivikı&ı0 is bounded. Now bound terms

on the right-hand side of equation (50) as follows:

k�Vw
�ı
S .�I e.S�I /fi/.z�.S�I /vi/kı&ı0

� ck�V .w
�ı
I �I e.S�I /fi/.w

�ı
.S�I /

z�.S�I /vi/kı&ı0

� c supjw�ıI �I e.S�I /fi jk�Vw
�ı
.S�I /

z�.S�I /vikı&ı0

� c0
X

I 0�I

kw�ıI 0
z�I 0v

0
kı0 .using (51)).

When considering �V of equation (50), we can remove the term where I D S , because
.�Sfi/vi 2 V . In the remaining terms, fi is always being acted on by �I where
jI j< jSj. Therefore, using (50) and the above inequality,

k�Vw
�ı
S v0kı&ı0 � c

X
I¨S

kw�ıI
z�Iv

0
kı0

� c0
�X

I¨S

kw�ıI
z�I Dx@�kı0 Ck�V Dx@�k0;ı

�
.using (43)/

� c00
�X

I¨S

kw�ıI
z�I�k

1
ı&ı0 Ck�V Dx@�k0;ı

�
.using (41)/

� c000k�V Dx@�k0;ı .using (33)).

Using the above inequality with equations (42) and (44), we get

k�V Dx@w�ıS
z�S�kı&ı0 � ck�V Dx@�k0;ı:

Applying inequality (32) to the left-hand side of the above gives

kw�ıS
z�S�k

1
ı&ı0 � ck�V Dx@�k0;ı:

This completes the inductive argument that the above expression holds for all sets of
strata S in U . Therefore, using the equivalent norm from Lemma 2.20, we’ve proved
the required inequality on the set of coordinate charts over U ,

(52) k�k10;ı � ck�V Dx@�k0;ı:

It follows that inequality (52) holds on our entire family, as our entire family is
covered by a finite collection of allowable coordinate charts. We shall use the above
inequality (52) to see that �V Dx@W X0;ı! Y=V0;ı has a bounded inverse, determined
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by the individual inverses to �V Dx@.f /W X0;ı.f /! Y=V0;ı.f / by

..�V Dx@/�1.�//.f / WD .�V Dx@.f //�1.�.f //:

Let us check that .�V Dx@/�1.�/ actually is in X0;ı . Approximate � by a C1;1

section � 0 . Then, for each f , Lemma 3.4 implies that .�V Dx@.f //�1.�.f // is C1;1 .
We can then choose a C1;1 extension �f of .�V Dx@.f //�1.�.f // to a neighborhood
of f (using, for example, the map G from Lemma 3.9). So, �V Dx@�f is C1;1 , and
agrees with � 0 over f . This implies that k�V Dx@�f � �

0k0;ı can be made arbitrarily
small by restricting to a suitably small neighborhood of f . We can patch together
such �f using a partition of unity (on F ) to define a section �0 in X1;1. yf / with
k�V Dx@.�0/�� 0k0;ı as small as we like. There therefore exists a sequence of sections �0

in X1;1 with �V Dx@.�0/ converging to � in Y=V0;ı . The bound (52) then implies
that this sequence �0 converges in X0;ı , and converges to .�V Dx@/�1.�/.

Proposition 3.12 If �V Dx@W X0;ı! Y=V0;ı has a bounded inverse, then

�V Dx@W Xk;ı! Y=Vk;ı

has a bounded inverse.

Proof This proposition is a tautology for k D 0. Assume for induction that the
corresponding inequality for the case k � 1 holds, so

k�k1k�1;ı � ck�V Dx@�kk�1;ı:

Suppose that w is an extendable C1;1 vectorfield on the total space of our family yC ,
and that w is the lift of some vectorfield on the base F . In a coordinate chart,

(53) rw.Dx@�/Drw.E
0.�/CH.dvert�//

DDx@.rw�/C .rwE0/.�/C .rwH /.dvert�/CH.Œdvert;rw ��/;

where E0 and H are C1;1 tensors such that �S0
E0 D E0 . Note that Œdvert;rw � is

an extendable C1;1 first-order operator that involves derivatives only in the vertical
direction, because w is the lift of a vectorfield on F . Therefore, there exists a constant c ,
depending on w , such that

kDx@rw� �rw.Dx@�/kk�1;ı � ck�k1k�1;ı:

We have proved the above inequality for a single coordinate chart. As our family is
covered by a finite collection of such coordinate charts, the above inequality holds
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globally. Therefore, taking �V of the left-hand side gives the following inequality,
where the constant c depends on w :

(54) k�V Dx@rw�kk�1;ı � k�Vrw.Dx@�/kk�1;ıC ck�k1k�1;ı:

We wish now to bound k�Vrw.Dx@�/kk�1;ı by k�V Dx@�kk;ıCk�k
1
k�1;ı

times some-
thing depending on w (a particularly easy task if V is a rank-zero vectorbundle). Choose
some section v of V with kvkk;ı finite so that

(55) 2k�V Dx@�kk;ı � kDx@� � vkk;ı:

Therefore there exists some constant c depending on w such that

(56) ck�V Dx@�kk;ı � krw.Dx@� � v/kk�1;ı

� k�Vrw.Dx@�/kk�1;ı �k�Vrwvkk�1;ı:

Work in some finite collection of extendable coordinate patches on F on which V is a
trivial vectorbundle, and choose some basis v1; : : : ; vn of C1;1 sections of V so that
we can write any section of V as vD

P
fivi , where kfikk�1;ı �kvkk�1;ı . Note that

�Vrw.fivi/D �V firwvi :

Therefore we can bound the rightmost term in (56) using Lemma 2.8 as follows:

(57) k�Vrwvkk�1;ı �

X
i

firwvi


k�1;ı

� c
X

i

kfikk�1;ıkrwvik
1
k�1;ı

� c0kvkk�1;ı

� c0.kDx@�kk�1;ıC 2k�V Dx@�kk;ı/ (using (55))

� c00.k�k1k�1;ıCk�V Dx@�kk;ı/:

Using the inequality (57) for the rightmost term in (56) and rearranging gives

k�V Dx@rw�kk�1;ı � c.k�V Dx@�kk;ıCk�k
1
k�1;ı/:

Then, using our inductive hypothesis on the leftmost and rightmost terms above,

krw�k
1
k�1;ı � ck�V Dx@�kk;ı:

In the above inequality, c depends on w , which is any extendable C1;1 vectorfield
lifted from a vectorfield on F . As we can span all vectorfields on yC by real functions
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times a finite collection of such w , it follows that

(58) k�k1k;ı � ck�V Dx@�kk;ı;

where c is independent of � . By induction on k , the bound (58) holds for all k (with
different constants for different k ).

We still need to prove that the bound (58) implies that the restriction to Y=Vk;ı of
our low-regularity inverse is the inverse we want. Suppose that � is in Y1;1 . Let
us argue that .�V Dx@/�1.�V �/ is in X1;1 , by first arguing that all its derivatives
exist. For each f , Lemma 3.9 implies that .�V Dx@.f //�1.�V �.f // is C1;1 . Using
the map G from Lemma 3.9, we can extend .�V Dx@.f //�1.�V �.f // to a C1;1

section �0 , so Dx@�0 plus some C1;1 section v0 of V agrees with � over f . For
showing that derivatives exist, we can assume without losing generality that F DRn ,
with coordinates xi , and f at 0. We can approximate � to order k over 0 by

Dx@

� X
j˛j�k

.x˛�˛/

�
C

X
x˛v˛ D

X
j˛j�k

xk.Dx@�˛C v˛/;

where, for each multi-index ˛ , �˛ is a section of X1;1 and v˛ is a C1;1 section
of V such that over 0,

D˛

�
� �

X
j˛0j<j˛j

xk.Dx@�˛0 C v˛0/

�
D j˛j!.Dx@�˛C v˛/:

Above, D˛ indicates the partial derivative corresponding to the multi-index ˛ — this
partial derivative is well-defined and independent of the lifts of @=@xi or connection,
because D˛ is acting on something that vanishes to order .j˛j�1/ over 0. We can make
k�V .� �Dx@

P
x˛�˛/kk;ı , and therefore k.�V Dx@/�1.�V �/�

P
x˛�˛k

1
k;ı

, as small
as we like by restricting to a sufficiently small neighborhood of 0. It follows that at 0,
the derivatives of .�V Dx@/�1.�V �/ exist up to order k . Repeating the argument for
different k and at different points gives that all derivatives of .�V Dx@/�1.�V �/ exist.
The bounds (58) together with Lemma 7.8 of [18] then imply that .�V Dx@/�1.�V �/

is C1;ı . Using Theorem 3.10 and Proposition 3.11, we can locally repeat this argument
for any 0< ı < 1, to get that .�V Dx@/�1.�V �/ is in fact C1;1 .

Now we know that .�V Dx@/�1 sends C1;1 sections to C1;1 sections, it follows that
.�V Dx@/�1 is our required inverse. For any � 2 Y=Vk;ı , we can choose a sequence
of C1;1 sections � 0 converging to � , then .�V Dx@/�1.� 0/ is a sequence of C1;1

sections converging in Xk;ı to .�V Dx@/�1� .
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Corollary 3.13 Suppose that V � Y1;1 is a finite-rank subvectorbundle such that
for every curve f in our family, Dx@.f /W X1;1.f / ! Y1;1.f / is injective and
complementary to V .f /. Then, for each � 2 Y1;1 , there exists a unique � 2 X1;1

and C1;1 section v of V such that

Dx@� D � C v:

Proof Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 imply that �V ıDx@.f /W Xı!Y=Vı is invertible for all f ,
so there is a unique �.f /2Xı.f / and v.f /2V .f / such that Dx@�.f /D�.f /Cv.f /.
Lemma 3.4 implies that �.f / is C1;1 , and it remains to verify that the corre-
sponding global section � of X is C1;1 ; this may be done locally. Theorem 3.10
and Propositions 3.11 and 3.12 imply that locally, �V Dx@W Xk;ı ! Y=Vk;ı has a
bounded inverse for all k 2 N and ı < 1. Because �.f / is the unique solution to
�V Dx@.f /�.f /D �V .�.f //, the inverse image of �V .�/ must coincide with � , so
� is locally in Xk;ı for all k 2N and ı < 1. Therefore � is locally C1;1 .

We can now prove Theorem 1.2.

Proof of Theorem 1.2 First, Dx@.f /W X1;1.f /!Y1;1.f / has closed image, finite-
dimensional kernel and cokernel, and the required index. This follows from Lemmas 3.3,
3.4 and 3.5. It remains to show that, if Dx@.f / is transverse to V .f / � Y1;1.f /,
there exists a neighborhood F 0 of f � F such that Dx@ surjects onto Y1;1.F 0/=V

and Dx@�1.V / restricted to X1;1.F 0/ is a finite-rank subvectorbundle in the sense of
Definition 1.1.

Choose sections fsig of yC !F so that Dx@.f /�1.V .f //D 0 when the domain of Dx@

is restricted to the subspace of X1;1 vanishing at the image of all si . On some neighbor-
hood F 0 of f 2F , extend V to a finite-rank subvectorbundle V 0 � Y1;1.F 0/ so that
V 0.f / is complementary to the image of (the restricted) Dx@.f /. Then Proposition 3.11
implies that, by shrinking our neighborhood F 0 , we may assume that the same holds
for all f 0 in F 0 .

Choose a finite-rank subvectorbundle K0 � X1;1.F 0/ that is a complement to the
subspace of sections vanishing at si . We can parametrize K0 by the value of its
sections at si . Corollary 3.13 allows us to parametrize Dx@�1.V / by K0 as follows:
for any section � of K0 , Corollary 3.13 implies that there exists a unique section
�0 2 X1;1.F 0/ that vanishes at the image of all si so that Dx@� D x@�0 mod V 0 . We
may modify K0 to K00 by replacing sections � of K0 with sections ���0 of K00 . Such
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sections are still parametrized by their values at si , and the map � 7!���0 is linear with
respect to multiplication by C1;1.F 0;R/, so K00 is again a finite-rank subvectorbundle
of X1;1. yf 0/. The uniqueness part of Corollary 3.13 implies that K00 DDx@�1V 0 .

Now Dx@ restricted to K00 is a C1;1 map of vectorbundles K00! V 0 . By assumption,
this map is transverse to V � V 0 at f , therefore by shrinking F 0 , we may assume that
it is transverse to V everywhere in F 0 , so Dx@�1.V / is a finite-rank C1;1 subvector-
bundle of K00 . Corollary 3.13 has already told us that Dx@ surjects onto Y1;1.F 0/=V 0 ,
and we have now assumed that Dx@ restricted to K00 surjects onto V 0=V . Therefore,
Dx@ surjects onto Y1;1.F 0/=V . This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2.

3.5 Regularity for the x@ equation on variations of a family

Theorem 3.14 Suppose that V � Y1;1.F / is a finite-rank subvectorbundle (see
Definition 1.1) and at f 2 F , we have that x@f 2 V .f / and

Dx@.f /W X1;1.f /! Y1;1.f /

is injective and has image complementary to V .f /. Then there exists a neighbor-
hood F 0 of f 2 F , and a neighborhood O of 0 in X0;ı.F

0/, such that:

(i) Given any f 0 2 F 0 and � 2O ,

�V Dx@.�.f 0//W Xı0.f
0/! Y=Vı0.f

0/

is invertible.

(ii) The map
�V
x@W O! Y=V0;ı

is a homeomorphism onto a neighborhood of 0 2 Y=V0;ı .

(iii) Given any f 0 2 F 0, let O.f 0/ be the restriction of O to f 0 . Then the map

�V
x@.f 0/W O.f 0/! Y=V0;ı.f

0/

is also a homeomorphism onto a neighborhood of 0 2 Y=V0;ı.f
0/.

(iv) For any � 2 O , if �V
x@� has regularity C1;1 then � has regularity C1;1 . In

particular, there is a unique C1;1 solution to the equation �V
x@� D 0 over F 0.

Proof Apply Theorem 3.10 and Proposition 3.11 to see that there exists an allowable
collection of coordinate charts covering an open neighborhood of f such that, in these
coordinates, there is a bounded inverse to �V ıDx@W X0;ı! Y=V0;ı .
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Theorem 3.2 implies that �V ı
x@W X0;ı! Y=V0;ı is C 1 , so we may choose a neigh-

borhood O of 0 2X0;ı so that for � 2O ,

(59) k.�V ıDx@/�1
ı�V ıDx@.�/. � /� idk< 1

2
:

Therefore, �V ı
x@ is a homeomorphism from O to an open subset of Y=V0;ı . As �V

x@

of the zero-section is a C1;1 section which vanishes at f , it follows that �V
x@.O/

contains some section that vanishes on a neighborhood of f , so, by restricting to a
small enough neighborhood of f , the image under �V

x@ of O will contain 02 Y=V0;ı .
We have therefore proved item (ii) of our theorem. As the construction may be restricted
to any curve f 0 , item (iii) also holds, and restricting our estimate on the inverse of
�V Dx@ to �.f 0/ gives item (i).

It remains to prove item (iv). We must show that if � 2 O and �V
x@� D � is C1;1 ,

then � is C1;1 . Do this locally around any curve g in F 0 as follows: First, �V
x@�.g/

is C1;1 , so x@�.g/ 2 C1;1 and Proposition 3.7 implies that �.g/ is C1;1 . Choose
any C1;1 extension of �.g/ to an open neighborhood of g (such an extension can
be constructed using the map G from Lemma 3.9) and call this extension �0 .

Consider the following Newton iteration scheme:

�nC1 WD �n� .�V Dx@.�n//
�1.�V

x@�n� �/:

On a sufficiently small neighborhood U of g , the estimate (59) implies .�V Dx@.�0//
�1

exists and is a bounded operator. Moreover, by choosing U small, we may ensure that
k�V
x@�0 � �k0;ı is as small as we like. Therefore, as Dx@W X0;ı ! Y0;ı is C 1 , for a

sufficiently small U the above Newton iteration scheme will converge in X0;ı.U / and
remain in (the restriction to U of) our chosen neighborhood O .

We shall now prove that if �n is C1;1 , then �nC1 is C1;1 as well. As the map
�V Dx@.�n/W X0;ı! Y=V0;ı is invertible, it follows that for all f 0 in F 0 , also the map
Dx@.�n.f

0//W Xı.f
0/! Y=Vı.f

0/ is invertible. Hence Dx@.�n/.f
0/W X1;1.f 0/!

Y1;1.f 0/ is injective and complementary to V .f /. Corollary 3.13 then implies that
�nC1 is C1;1 , so by induction �n is C1;1 for all n.

Now we shall see that this Newton iteration scheme will converge in Xk;ı for all k

and all ı < 1 when restricted to a small enough open neighborhood of g (dependent
on k and ı ).

Claim The size of k�V
x@�n� �kn;ı can be made arbitrarily small by restricting to a

suitably small open neighborhood of the curve over g . More precisely, k�V
x@�n��kn;ı
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can be made arbitrarily small by restricting to a small enough neighborhood of the
curve over g while using the same metric and coordinate chart choices in the definition
of k � kn;ı .

Consider x@�n as a section of the bundle Y . As �n and � are C1;1 , the above claim
is equivalent to x@�n being tangent to order n over the domain of g to some C1;1

section � 0 with �V �
0 D � .

We shall prove the above claim by induction: it holds for n D 0, now assume that
it holds for some n. Therefore, k�nC1 � �nk

1
n;ı

can be made arbitrarily small by
restricting to a suitably small open neighborhood of the domain of g ; ie �n and �nC1

are tangent to order n on the domain of g . Define an operator .DnC1/ as follows:
The domain of .DnC1/ consists of C1;1 sections of Y tangent to x@�n to order n

over g . Define .DnC1/� to be the derivative to order nC 1 of the section � , re-
stricted to the domain of g . With this domain, .DnC1/ is an affine operator, so
.DnC1/.��1C .1� �/�2/D �.D

nC1/.�1/C .1� �/.D
nC1/.�2/ for any constant �,

and �i in the domain of .DnC1/. The operator .DnC1/x@ is also an affine operator
when restricted to � 2 C1;1 , so that � is tangent to �n to order n over the domain
of g . Therefore, for such � , using that .DnC1/x@ is affine gives

.DnC1/x@.�nC�.� � �n//D .D
nC1/x@�nC�..D

nC1/x@� � .DnC1/x@�n/:

Then, as .DnC1/ is affine, it commutes with taking first-order approximations, so
taking .DnC1/ of the approximation of x@.�nC�.� � �n// at �D 0 gives

.DnC1/.x@�nC�Dx@.�n/.� � �n//D .D
nC1/x@�nC�..D

nC1/x@� � .DnC1/x@�n/:

Setting �D 1 in the above expression gives

.DnC1/x@� D .DnC1/.x@�nCDx@.�n/.� � �n//;

so
.DnC1/x@�nC1 D .D

nC1/.x@�nCDx@.�n/.�nC1� �n//

D .DnC1/.x@�n�Dx@.�n/.�V Dx@.�n//
�1.�V

x@�n� �//

D .DnC1/.� 0/;

where � 0 is a C1;1 section of Y such that

�V �
0
D �V

x@�n��V
x@�nC � D �:

In other words, x@�nC1 will be tangent to order nC1 over the domain of g to some � 0

such that �V �
0D � . By induction, this is true for all n, and our claim has been proven.
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Apply Theorem 3.10, Propositions 3.11 and 3.12, Theorem 3.2 and the above claim to
infer that for any ı < 1, restricted to a small enough neighborhood of the curve over g ,
the above Newton iteration scheme converges in Xk;ı to our solution � to �V

x@� D � .
This implies that, for all k and ı < 1, there exists some open neighborhood of g such
that our solution � is in C k;ı restricted to this neighborhood. Repeating the argument
around any point gives that � is C1;1 .
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